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The International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies promotes the humanitarian
activities of National Societies among
vulnerable people.

By coordinating international
disaster relief and encouraging
development support it seeks
to prevent and alleviate
human suffering.

The International Federation,
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of the Red Cross together constitute
the International Red Cross and
Red Crescent Movement.
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The International
Federation’s Global Agenda
(2006–2010)

Over the next two years, the collective focus
of the Federation will be on achieving the
following goals and priorities:

Our goals

Goal 1: Reduce the number of deaths, in-
juries and impact from disasters.

Goal 2: Reduce the number of deaths,
illnesses and impact from diseases and public
health emergencies.

Goal 3: Increase local community, civil so-
ciety and Red Cross Red Crescent capacity to
address the most urgent situations of
vulnerability.

Goal 4: Promote respect for diversity and
human dignity, and reduce intolerance,
discrimination and social exclusion.

Our priorities

Improving our local, regional and interna-
tional capacity to respond to disasters and
public health emergencies.

Scaling up our actions with vulnerable com-
munities in health promotion, disease
prevention and disaster risk reduction.

Increasing significantly our HIV/AIDS
programming and advocacy.

Renewing our advocacy on priority humani-
tarian issues, especially fighting intolerance,
stigma and discrimination, and promoting
disaster risk reduction.

The Fundamental Principles
of the International Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement

Humanity
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement,
born of a desire to bring assistance without discrimination to
the wounded on the battlefield, endeavours, in its
international and national capacity, to prevent and alleviate
human suffering wherever it may be found. Its purpose is to
protect life and health and to ensure respect for the human
being. It promotes mutual understanding, friendship,
cooperation and lasting peace amongst all peoples.

Impartiality
It makes no discrimination as to nationality, race, religious
beliefs, class or political opinions. It endeavours to relieve the
suffering of individuals, being guided solely by their needs,
and to give priority to the most urgent cases of distress.

Neutrality
In order to enjoy the confidence of all, the Movement may not
take sides in hostilities or engage at any time in controversies
of a political, racial, religious or ideological nature.

Independence
The Movement is independent. The National Societies, while
auxiliaries in the humanitarian services of their governments
and subject to the laws of their respective countries, must
always maintain their autonomy so that they may be able at all
times to act in accordance with the principles of the
Movement.

Voluntary service
It is a voluntary relief movement not prompted in any manner
by desire for gain.

Unity
There can be only one Red Cross or Red Crescent Society in
any one country. It must be open to all. It must carry on its
humanitarian work throughout its territory.

Universality
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, in
which all societies have equal status and share equal
responsibilities and duties in helping each other, is worldwide.
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for individual fleets: heads of Federation operations and National Societies.
The manual includes copies of updated forms and documents, all of which
can be accessed or downloaded from the Federation intranet site, FedNet. I
encourage you to check the logistics standard online section of FedNet reg-
ularly for updates of this manual and other manuals, as well as standard
forms and job descriptions.

Global fleet base staff, the new system tools and this manual are excellent re-
sources, however, the effectiveness of the vehicle management system lies
with the implementers – you. I strongly encourage all Federation staff as
well as National Society colleagues managing their own vehicle fleets to im-
plement the tools and adhere to the procedures set out in this manual.

Comments about or ideas for improving future editions of the Fleet Man-
ual are welcome. I encourage you to share them with global fleet base, UAE
or the logistics and resource mobilization department in Geneva.

Drive safely!

Markku Niskala
Secretary General
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Foreword
Worldwide, vehicles are the lynchpins that enable the smooth running of
Federation programmes and the timely delivery of aid. They ensure the se-
curity of staff and their ability to perform their jobs. They are also a visible
reminder to local populations that the International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies and their own National Society are on the
ground, responding to their needs.

Ten years ago, time, money and resources were not optimally used as dele-
gations and National Societies, in some 80 countries throughout the world,
struggled to procure and manage their own fleets of vehicles. This problem
was not unique to the Federation, but one share by numerous humanitar-
ian organizations. A radical solution, one that optimized costs with needs,
and a major management restructuring was required. The Federation un-
dertook and continues to address this challenge. Today, it has an efficiently
and effectively-managed fleet of vehicles, capable of responding better to its
global needs. A system others are emulating.

The revised Fleet Manual, as was its precursor, is a vital tool in ensuring the
smooth operation of the International Federation’s global fleet of vehicles
and in maintaining and improving services to Federation operations.

As part of continued efforts to improve global fleet operations, in 2005 the
transport management system was replaced with a more robust database
and comprehensive fleet management monitoring system, Fleet Wave.
Streamlining and harmonizing reporting through a more effective sharing of
resources, the new system works in tandem with the CODA finance system
and provides other departments, such as the security and insurance units,
with access to information relevant to their service.

FleetWave provides a central overview of fleet assets and operating costs, as-
sists in addressing local operational problems and allows all users to benefit
from the lessons learnt.

This manual covers new procedures and provides a comprehensive fleet
management guide for fleet staff and those who are ultimately responsible

Fleet manual 2008
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Mission statement
Global fleet management processes and procedures aim to
maintain a constant readiness of well-maintained vehicles and
competent staff to meet the transport requirements of all operations
in a cost-efficient, professional and safety-conscious manner.

Introduction
Standardization of operational procedures improves overall controls for
monitoring performance, facilitates the rapid setup of systems, provides
more efficient and professional management and facilitates a seamless hand-
over from one individual to the next. Standard technical specifications are
a vital component in minimizing problems in procurement, maintenance
and vehicle fleet management in general.

This manual sets out the standards and procedures for management of the
International Federation’s vehicle fleet. It was prepared by global fleet base
with inputs from various sources within the International Federation: the lo-
gistics and resource mobilization department, the finance department, the
legal department, the security unit, the insurance unit and the information
system department in the secretariat, as well as Federation field operations.

The Fleet Manual and the vehicle rental programme (VRP) are the main
tools for managing the International Federation’s fleet, ensuring standardi-
zation of vehicles and procedures.

An electronic version of the Fleet Manual is available online, via the Inter-
national Federation’s intranet, FedNet (FedNet/Secretariat/Logistics), under
Logistics Standards Online. Fleet management is a dynamic process, thus lo-
gistics staff are encouraged to regularly consult the online version for new
and updated procedures and the latest list of Federation-approved vehicles,
as well as to access printable versions of standard logistics forms, job de-
scriptions and contracts.

1Introduction1
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1.1 Global fleet management

The Geneva-based logistics and resource mobilization department (LRMD)
is responsible for overall, global fleet management: strategy decisions, fund-
ing and general management.

Global fleet base in Dubai, UAE is the unit of LRMD responsible for en-
suring that all vehicles operated under the International Federation’s um-
brella, whether owned, lent or rented, are managed according to operational
guidelines. It is responsible for the strategy, planning, development, pro-
curement and management of the vehicle rental programme and the fleet
management system, Fleet Wave.

Regional logistics units (RLUs) in Dubai, Kuala Lumpur and Panama pro-
vide direct operational support for vehicle fleets in their regions. This in-
cludes emergency deployments, fleet management, stock management,
training and regular monitoring of vehicle data and statistics in their re-
gions, among other logistical support services.

At the operation level, the head of operation is directly responsible for the
implementation and adherence to standard Federation operating procedures,
ensuring correct use and control of all vehicles. The day-to-day responsibil-

ity is often delegated to a member of the operation’s staff (e.g., fleet manager,
logistics delegate or other member). In the case of a Participating National
Society (PNS) this would be the responsibility of the head of project and for
National Societies the secretary general.

1.2 Technical standards

Vehicle-fleet-management studies have consistently found that standardiza-
tion improves efficiency. The International Federation, in collaboration with
ICRC, has elaborated a standard list of clearly defined operation-specific,
technical standards for all vehicles (refer to section 4.2.1), which is also avail-
able under the Logistics section on FedNet and in the Transport section of
the Emergency Items Catalogue, Volume 1. Other international humanitar-
ian agencies are implementing similar standardizations. The benefits of tech-
nical standards include:
� Federation-standard vehicles are not off-the-shelf models, but are cus-
tomized to meet the needs of emergency operations (e.g., additional fuel
tank, special suspension springs, etc.). Organizations like ICRC and
Médecins Sans Frontières have similar specifications. This increased in-
teragency standardization enables better bargaining power with manu-
facturers in terms of technical and vehicle development issues.

� Agreement on specific vehicle types and models among international
agencies augments the potential for better use of available resources as the
standard vehicles within each agency’s fleet become increasingly inter-
changeable with those of other agencies.

� Specifications are clearly laid out in this manual and the Emergency Items
Catalogue, Volume 1, thus delegates do not require a technical background
in order to determine the most appropriate vehicle for a given operation.

� The list is limited to a minimum number of vehicle models and types,
thus the procurement of vehicles and spare parts can be carried out cen-
trally and in bulk, ensuring ‘maximum discount’ and better delivery con-
ditions. It also allows the procurement process for Federation-standard
vehicles to be accelerated through framework agreements with the man-
ufacturers.

� Delays in delivery are minimized as vehicles, purchased direct from the
manufacturer, can be ordered pre-equipped with standard Federation
equipment.

Fleet manual 2008
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
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head of operation used generally, refers to the head of any
Federation operation

country formerly the head of delegation, the individual
representative who is in charge of a country representation

fleet manager the national staff member responsible for day-to-
day vehicle management

fleet delegate the international staff member responsible for
overall management of vehicles in a given
operation

regional fleet the international staff member, normally based in
coordinator a RLU, responsible for overall vehicle management

in a given region

logistics delegate/ the international staff member responsible for
coordinator logistics services in a given operation or country

representation

regional logistics the international staff member, normally based
coordinator in a RLU, responsible for logistics support for

a given region

Fleet Wave web-based fleet management system used by
the International Federation

logistics standards section of FedNet where all logistics manuals,
online documents, forms and contracts can be access

and/or downloaded

maximum discount discount agreed with vehicle manufacturers,
which is based on the International Federation’s
overall vehicle-procurement volume

Federation vehicle vehicle identification number assigned by global
code fleet base for all Federation-owned vehicles;

it must appear on all vehicle documentation

rentee International Federation office or National Society
renting a vehicle from the vehicle rental
programme

� Limiting the number of vehicle models has also permitted the elaboration of
standard spare part kits, which can be delivered with the vehicles. As a result,
field users are less likely to encounter supply problems at the start of an op-
eration and are better able to maintain vehicles in accordance with Federa-
tion standards.

� Limited to a preset list of vehicles, the training of technical staff (e.g.,
workshop managers, mechanics, drivers, etc.) can be concentrated on
standard vehicle types and models, improving support services.

1.3 Procedural standards

This manual sets out Federation rules, regulations, operational procedures
and best practices. It is to be used as the implementation tool for vehicle
management policy in all Federation operations.

Procedural standardization enables:
� more efficient use of International Federation and National Societies’ re-
sources

� greater accountability at all management levels
� greater management control, providing a tool to check the level of policy
compliance

� targeted training of fleet management specialists, who provide technical
support and guidance to all field operations

� seamless handover from one vehicle fleet manager to another
� better transfer of skills and resources between operations

1.4 Fleet manual terms

Throughout this manual the following standard terms will be used:

Term Definition

operation used generally, refers to all Federation structures
where vehicles are based including, but not
limited to, country representation (formerly know
as a delegation), emergency operations,
sub-representations and offices

Fleet manual 2008
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
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Basic principles governing
Federation vehicles
Federation staff, local and international, must be apprised of the ten basic
principles governing the use of Federation vehicles and adhere to them at all
times.
1. Federation vehicles must only be used in compliance with the principles of

the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement.
2. The importance of vehicles to Federation operations is clear: no operation

can function without vehicles for the secure transport of staff and goods.
3. Road safety and security awareness must be of primary concern in all Fed-

eration operations.
4. Vehicles must be operated efficiently and professionally. In developing a ve-

hicle fleet for a Federation operation, vehicles should be chosen in view of
operational needs and based on the most cost-effective combinations in
terms of the types and models selected.

5. Federation policy dictates that the number of vehicles in the field be kept to
a minimum. Vehicle needs in all Federation operations should be reviewed
regularly to ensure that the fleet’s size and composition continues to reflect
actual operational needs.

6. Vehicles must be sourced through the vehicle rental programme (VRP).
Global fleet base approval must be obtained where exceptional operational
or country-specific conditions necessitate alternate arrangements.

7. Standard operating procedures as elaborated in this manual and on FedNet
must be observed by all users of Federation vehicles.

8. Fleets operated by Federation operations must consist of vehicles approved
by global fleet base.

9. The head of operation is responsible for the proper use of the vehicles and
adherence to standard Federation operating procedures, as elaborated in this
manual and on FedNet.

10. The LRMD, through global fleet base, is responsible for global fleet man-
agement and the regulation of Federation vehicles.

In addition to the above principles, the head or representative of each Fed-
eration operation will determine the country-specific rules concerning ve-
hicle use (e.g., conditions for and limitations on delegate driving, mission

15
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order procedures, country-specific security regulations, etc.). These are to be
incorporated in the driver rules and regulations form (form 11.5) that each
staff member must read and sign before authorization to drive can be
granted.

The fleet manager or delegated authority must ensure that all vehicle users
are fully aware of Federation principles and country-specific rules, as well as
local driving regulations and conditions. Fleet managers are responsible for
verifying the logistics standards online section of FedNet for the latest up-
dates, and for ensuring that all staff are apprised of new or modified proce-
dures and policies.

Fleet manual 2008
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
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timized to ensure a half-tank minimum of fuel at all times. All vehicles
should be properly equipped for:
� communication needs: vehicle-mounted or handheld communication sys-
tems appropriate to the conditions and distances to be travelled

� emergency repairs: spare tyre, emergency triangle, toolkit, vehicle jack,
jumper cables, etc.

� passenger safety: flashlight, drinking water and, where climate dictates,
blankets, etc.

� accident preparedness: first aid kit, accident checklist and list of contact
numbers

In countries with heightened security problems and high crime rates, it is
recommended that doors remain locked when the vehicle is in use.

3.2.2 Parked vehicles

The vehicle fleet manager or delegate should establish rules for parking ve-
hicles. In addition to country-specific rules, basic Federation rules are:
� Federation vehicles must never be parked in the streets overnight.
� Vehicles should be parked at the fleet base or in a secure compound, ei-
ther on the operation’s premises or at a delegate’s house. Exceptions to
this rule must be authorized in writing by the head of the operation.

� Vehicles, for fire safety and security reasons, should be parked with the
front of the vehicle facing an exit, leaving enough space between vehicles
to permit unhindered, rapid access for the driver and passengers.

� Federation vehicles should never be parked in front of establishments
(bars, night clubs, etc.) that may give the public a bad impression of the
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement.

� When vehicles are parked, all fitted security devices must be engaged.

3.2.3 Field trip security

A field trip is any voyage, during the day or overnight, undertaken outside
an authorized area. This authorized area is pre-determined by the head of the
operation and all movements outside this area must be pre-approved (i.e., a
mission order is signed by the head of the operation prior to the trip).

All vehicle movements should correspond to an operational goal and, when-
ever possible, delegates and national staff, even those from different projects,

19
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Road safety and security
3.1 Introduction

A significant number, around 50 per cent in 2006, of Federation security
and safety incidents involved vehicles or the use of a vehicle: be it an acci-
dent, carjacking or vehicle theft as well as the theft of vehicle equipment,
cargo and fuel. In order to minimize the potential for vehicle accidents and
security incidents, the International Federation has put in place the follow-
ing fleet policy on road safety and security.

In addition to the fleet procedures detailed in this chapter, the International
Federation’s security unit in the secretariat has developed a list of procedures
and checklists that must be followed to maximize staff security. These are
available online via FedNet. All drivers must be apprised of these documents.

Deliberate breach of a Federation road safety policy and/or
security regulation is a serious disciplinary offence.

3.2 Security

Each year, a significant number of Federation security and safety-related in-
cidents involve vehicle travel. Vehicle movements, operational and private,
must conform to all security regulations and restrictions.

Each operation must review the in-country security situation constantly and
ensure that the assessment findings are reflected in its security regulations.
Federation staff, particularly drivers, should be apprised of and trained in
basic security procedures.

All vehicle security incidents must be reported immediately to the
head of the operation.

3.2.1 General security

All Federation vehicles must be mechanically sound and roadworthy; fuel,
water and oil levels must be regularly monitored. Refuelling should be op-

Fleet manual 2008
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
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Provisions for daytrips and overnight trips must comply with security regula-
tions (refer to security unit documents on FedNet and country-specific regu-
lations as established by the head of operation). Depending on the in-country
security conditions, additional security precautions may be required to com-
ply with a heightened level of security risk. For example; when a two-car rule
is applied, vehicles deployed on field trips must be within sight of each other
at all times. When mechanical or other problems prevent one of the vehicles
from continuing, contact must be made with the base and approval obtained
for the proposed course of action. Other procedures exist for convoy move-
ments and can be accessed via FedNet. It is essential that the driver and pas-
sengers be thoroughly briefed on whatever protocols are being applied.

Delegates should be reminded to maintain a heightened awareness of their
surroundings during a field trip, and be advised to confer with the driver,
local staff and local populations.Wherever possible, they should stay in close
contact with National Society branch offices for advice and information on
security in the area. Whenever there is doubt about the safety of a trip, it
should be terminated or postponed.

All vehicles departing for a field trip must be mechanically sound and road-
worthy and all equipment in operating order. The vehicle inspection report
(form 11.10) is designed to assist in this process and its use is mandatory.

Vehicles must be thoroughly inspected before departure: fuel, oil, engine
coolant, tyres, etc. must be checked. Vehicles must be appropriately
equipped for the trip and all equipment checked. Refer to section 4.4.3 for
more details. Equipment needs will vary depend on the operating environ-
ment, but minimum requirements include:
� first aid kit
� list of contact numbers
� full toolkit for wheel change
� fire extinguisher
� tow-rope
� other operation-specific items (e.g., blankets, water, rations, etc.)

Radio equipment (vehicle-mounted and handhelds) must be tested prior to
each field trip; both the driver and delegate(s) must be cognizant and con-

21
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should combine planned trips when visiting the same areas. Delegates
should be encouraged to coordinated vehicle needs through the fleet man-
ager, as far in advance as possible, and must provide a completed transport
request form (form 11.7 general or 11.8 cargo) andmission order (form 11.9).
Refer to section 4.4.1, Vehicle dispatch, for more information. Where ap-
propriate, a list of the locations for overnight stays, contact points and sched-
uled check-ins should be attached to the mission order.

Planned vehicle movements should be coordinated through the fleet
manager and the following forms completed: transport request
(forms 11.7 or 11.8) and mission order (section 11.9).

All vehicle deployments need to be well-planned and organized in terms of
the routes to be taken, overnight locations, weather conditions, security in-
formation, equipment and supplies (food and water). Travel must be
planned precisely in order to arrive on time at the waypoints and final des-
tination. Federation vehicles deployed outside authorized areas must return
to base before nightfall or to a planned overnight stop. Vehicle movements
outside authorized areas after sunset must be avoided.

Fleet manual 2008
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
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3.2.4 Avoiding theft

Incidences of vehicle theft as well as the theft of vehicle equipment, cargo
and fuel are common and steps must be taken to minimize them.

Wherever they are installed, antitheft devices, such as alarms, multilocks,
immobilizers and spare-tyre locks, must be engaged at all times when the ve-
hicle is parked. Vehicles rented through global fleet base have alarms in-
stalled as part of their standard equipment. These alarms should never be
deactivated!

Prior to and after each driver takes over a vehicle, a vehicle inspection report
(form 11.10)must be completed and all equipment (e.g., first aid kit, fire ex-
tinguisher, jack, toolkits, etc.) checked; shortages should be duly noted and
replaced. Drivers are accountable for any equipment that is lost or missing;
reimbursement may be required and/or disciplinary action taken.

Vehicle fuel consumption must be closely monitored and excessive con-
sumption investigated.

3.2.5 Emergency evacuation of a Federation operation

Evacuations are generally conducted under the supervision and coordination
of the secretariat’s security unit. When an operation is ordered or required
to evacuate for security reasons, whenever possible all vehicles owned or used
by the operation that cannot be driven out should be handed over to the Na-
tional Society for safekeeping. An agreement should be signed with the Na-
tional Society stipulating that the vehicles will be returned once the
operation has been re-established.

The decision to remove radio equipment from the vehicles being left be-
hind in an evacuation should be made in coordination with the security
unit and with due consideration to time constraints.

3.3 Road safety policy

Driving can be a hazardous activity; more delegates are injured or die from
road accidents than from any other cause. The risk of accidents is increased
in many Federation operations due to local driving conditions: poorly main-
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fident in the proper use of the communications equipment and procedures.
Ideally, all vehicle occupants should be able to use the radio equipment.

Wherever possible, the vehicle’s radio call-sign should include its Federa-
tion vehicle code.

Vehicles travelling outside of normal radio communication range should
carry satellite phones (satphone) for contacting the operation’s base and for
emergency use. In operations where a two-car security rule is in force, both
vehicles must also be equipped with radios for inter-vehicle communica-
tion.

Good trip planning includes a back-up system; NEVER rely on a single
means of communication. While mobile phones are becoming increasingly
common, providing additional security to staff, it should be noted that in
disasters-prone areas mobile phone networks are particularly vulnerable and
frequently disrupted during a disaster.

All vehicle movements must be monitored by the operation’s base, either by
the radio officer or a staff member tasked with this responsibility. Staff mem-
bers on field trips are required to make regular contact with the base, using
the vehicle’s call sign, in accordance with pre-agreed contact points and
schedules. Upon departure from and arrival at an overnight location, con-
tact must be made with the base to confirm the safe arrival of the vehicle,
driver and passengers.

The radio officer (or staff member tasked with monitoring vehicle
movements) must have a copy of the signed mission order. When
undertaking a field trip, staff must report to the base upon
departure and arrival at overnight stops and at the end destination.
Check-ins should respect the pre-agreed contact points and
schedules outlined in the security plan. The radio officer must inform
security personnel immediately should field trip members fail to
report.
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3.3.3 Driver rules and regulations form

All personnel, local and international, must read and sign a copy of the op-
eration’s driver rules and regulations form before being authorized to drive a
Federation vehicle. The form sets out both country-specific rules and stan-
dard operating procedure for Federation vehicle use. A signed copy of the
driver rules and regulations form must be kept in the national or interna-
tional staff member’s personnel file.

The standard driver rules and regulations form (form 11.5)must be adjusted
to reflect the country-specific conditions of operation. The head of opera-
tion for a Federation operation, the head of project for a PNS or the secre-
tary general for the National Society determines the country-specific rules
concerning vehicle use (e.g., conditions for and limitations on delegate driv-
ing, mission order procedures, country-specific security regulations, etc.).

The fleet manager or delegated authority must ensure that all vehicle users
are fully aware of Federation procedures and country-specific rules, as well
as local driving regulations and conditions.

3.3.4 Driver authorization form

All drivers, including delegates, must have a valid driver authorization form
(form 11.4) signed by the head of operation and the fleet manager before
being permitted to drive a Federation vehicle. The authorization must spec-
ify the types of vehicles permitted and any limitations on vehicle use. Driver
authorizations granted to delegates should also specify the precise condi-
tions under which the delegate is authorized to drive a Federation vehicle.

To ensure that local drivers are adequately informed of their obligations and
responsibilities, both the driver authorization and driver rules and regulations
forms should be translated into the local language(s) as well as the operat-
ing language of the operation. Drivers should sign the version most appro-
priate to their language ability.

3.3.5 Driving test report – evaluation form

All drivers and delegates must undertake a test of driving ability conducted
by a competent person, one who has been authorized by the head of the op-
eration to conduct such tests. If the country of operation is subject to severe
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tained roads, substandard vehicles and dangerous driving practices. Safety
procedures should never be compromised; they are designed to ensure the
safety of both the vehicle and staff members.

3.3.1 Who can drive a Federation vehicle

Personnel authorized to drive Federation vehicles must:
� be employed by the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement or acting
under its direct management

� hold a valid driving-license for the types of vehicles to be driven
� never have had a drunk driving conviction
� be tested by an authorized person on the type of vehicle to be driven (dri-
ving test report form)

� have read and signed the driver rules and regulations form
� have received an authorization to drive (driver authorization form) signed
by the head of the operation

Authorization for staff to drive Federation vehicles (VRP rental and opera-
tion-owned vehicles) can only be granted by the head of operation for Fed-
eration vehicles, the head of project for PNS vehicles and the secretary
general for National Society vehicles.

Prior to granting this authorization, the driver’s skills must be evaluated by a
competent, authorized person and in accordance with the demands of the driv-
ing test form. The form should be completed and be placed in the driver’s per-
sonnel file along with the signed driver rules and regulations form and the driver
authorization. (Refer to section 4.5, Delegates driving, for delegate-specific rules.)

3.3.2 Passengers restrictions

Passengers are restricted to Federation employees, ICRC employees and Na-
tional Society personnel (volunteers and staff ). Members of UN agencies,
NGOs, media, etc. are permitted as passengers as long as travel is within
the scope of Federation activities. Transporting other passengers or mer-
chandise is prohibited except with pre-obtained written permission from
the head of the operation. In the event of an emergency (e.g., a non-autho-
rized person is transported due to the need for urgent medical assistance),
the driver must submit a detailed report to the head of operation upon re-
turning to base.
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Drivers are responsible for inspecting the vehicle and for completing the ve-
hicle inspection report before and after a field trip, on a weekly basis for reg-
ular city use, and whenever there is a change of driver. The driver must notify
the fleet manager immediately of any concerns or problems with the vehi-
cle.

To facilitate the planning of general maintenance, drivers must be aware of
the vehicle’s servicing schedule and notify the fleet manager well in advance
of the due dates.
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or extreme conditions (e.g., poor road surfaces requiring 4x4 driving, ice
and snow covered roads, etc.), the driver’s ability to drive under such con-
ditions should be tested and the results recorded on the driving test report
(form 11.3). A copy of the report must be kept in the staff member’s driver
file.

3.3.6 Driver training
Where the driving test report indicates a need for general or condition-spe-
cific training, a programme to address these needs can be designed. Assis-
tance in designing an appropriate course is available from either the regional
fleet coordinator or global fleet base.

3.3.7 Vehicle inspection report - vehicle check

The driver is responsible for checking the condition of the vehicle and the
equipment contained in it (form11.10, vehicle inspection report). Vehicles
that are not fully roadworthy or properly equipped for the intended use
should not be used until these problems have been addressed.

Whenever possible, each driver should be responsible for one specific vehi-
cle (i.e., multiple drivers for a vehicle should be kept to a minimum).
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Vehicle management
The logistics and resource mobilization department (LRMD), through
global fleet base and the regional logistics units, is responsible for the over-
all management of all Federation vehicles.

Global fleet base is the LRMD unit responsible for fleet management. It
undertakes the strategy, planning, development, procurement and manage-
ment of the vehicle rental programme (VRP) and the fleet management sys-
tem, Fleet Wave. It is the final authority and the repository of all official
documentation for Federation vehicles: transport documentation, contracts,
reports, insurance claims, etc. Thus, copies and in some instances the orig-
inals of all vehicle-related documentation must be sent to global fleet base.

Regional fleet coordinators assist global fleet base by responding to the day-
to-day management needs of the operations in their region; such as, moni-
toring Fleet Wave inputs, fuel consumption, etc. They are often, in view of
global fleet base time zone limitations, the first point of contact for infor-
mation and reporting of incidents. They can advise, and should be con-
sulted, on all aspects of fleet and VRP policy procedures.

At the operation level, the head of operation is responsible for ensuring that
all fleet policies and procedures are implemented and respected, including
the reporting of information via FleetWave in a comprehensive, timely man-
ner. The head of operation can delegate authority for certain fleet manage-
ment issues (e.g., driver evaluations, approval of mission orders, etc.) to a
staff member; this authority must be given in writing and kept on file.

4.1 Vehicle management, roles and objectives

Vehicles are an integral part of Federation field operations; their effective
management and use has a direct impact on the achievement of programme
objectives. All vehicles operated under the International Federation’s um-
brella, whether owned, lent or rented, must be managed according to oper-
ational guidelines as set out in the Fleet Manual and the vehicle rental
programme. These are the International Federation’s primary fleet manage-
ment tools, ensuring standardization of vehicles and procedures.
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� correct information and documentation related
to thefts and accidents

training � professional and competent pool of drivers and
fleet management staff, who are familiar with
the conditions of the country of operation

� high level of road safety and security awareness

� discipline in performance of duties in
accordance with operating procedures
and driver rules and regulations

� good understanding of vehicle operating
procedures and proper use of vehicles within
Federation operations

4.2 Vehicle fleet organization

Federation operations have different objectives and activities, hence differ-
ent vehicle needs. Regardless of the operational environment, effective ve-
hicle management and control of all vehicle movements must be a priority
in each operation. The size and composition of the vehicle fleet, as well as
the number of support staff and training programmes, should ensure effec-
tive and adequate transport for the operation.

4.2.1 Vehicles standards

The list of approved Federation-standard vehicles is reviewed annually. Un-
less global fleet base approves and authorizes alternate arrangements for a
specific operation, all vehicles must comply with Federation standards and
be rented from the vehicle rental programme (VRP). An up-to-date list of
approved vehicles, including vehicle specifications and rental costs is avail-
able from FedNet (FedNet/Secretariat/Logistics/Our global structure/Global
Fleet Base/Vehicle rental programme).

Standard vehicle models as of 2008:
� Toyota, Land Cruiser, HZJ78L/R-RJMRS, 4164cc, 6-cylinder, 3-door, 6-
seater

� Toyota, Land Cruiser, HZJ76L/R-RKMRS, 4164cc, 6-cylinder, 5-door,
6-seater
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The International Federation’s policy is to keep the number of vehicles in the
field to a minimum. Vehicles must be operated economically and efficiently,
and the overall number of vehicles in the operation’s fleet reviewed regularly
to ensure they continue to correspond to ongoing needs. All vehicles must
be adequately controlled.

Maximizing fleet effectiveness, specific objectives

Services Objectives is to ensure:

global fleet � policy making

management � procurement, storage and stewardship
of vehicles for all operations

� monitoring of mileage, fuel consumption
and maintenance costs

� replacement of vehicles

� advising on vehicle use, driver training,
equipment, etc.

vehicle maintenance � maintain high level of vehicle serviceability

� strict adherence to standard servicing schedules

tools and equipment � vehicles are equipped to meet operational
control needs

vehicle costing � monitoring of capital and operational costs,
maintenance, tyres, repairs, insurance, etc.

administration � up-to-date records in driver and vehicle files,
logbooks and service books as well as
maintaining contracts for fuel and services,
insurance, renting, etc.

reporting � regular and timely supply of data to the Fleet
Wave programme in particular on mileage, fuel
consumption, maintenance, accidents and
financial information

� timely requests for new or replacement vehicles,
termination of rental contracts and forwarding of
any other relevant information
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ing skills and road safety can be provided by the regional fleet coordinator
and/or global fleet base.

4.2.3 Recruiting local drivers

Driver candidates must provide work references and recommendations, both
of which must be verified. Driving-licenses must be valid and appropriate
to the type of vehicle(s) they will drive. Additionally, the years of driving
experience and knowledge of the area(s) should be recorded on the driving
test report (form 11.3). Language skills are also important for communication
and security reasons. While priority must be given to road skills and safety
in the evaluation process, personality and language skills should also be taken
into consideration. In addition to the local language(s), wherever possible
and relevant, drivers should speak the working language of the operation.
General respect for rules, kindness, honesty, behaviour and interpersonal
skills should be observed as candidates read the driver’s job description and
during the interview process.
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� Toyota, Prado, GX LJ120L/R-GKMEE, 2986cc, 4-cylinder, 5-door, 5-
seater

� Toyota, Corolla, ZZE142L/R-AEMNK, 1794cc, 4-cylinder, 5-door, 5-
seater

� Toyota, Hi-Ace Minibus, LH202L/R-REMDE, 2986cc, 4-cylinder, 15-
seater

� Toyota, Land Cruiser Pickup, HZJ79L/R-TJMRS, 4164cc, 6-cylinder,
2-door, 3-seater

� Nissan, Pickup Double Cab, CVRUL/RCFD22NWN, 3153cc, 4-cylin-
der, 4-door, 6-seater

Vehicles are assigned to specific projects within a given operation for budg-
etary and accounting purposes only, rather than for exclusive daily use. Ve-
hicle-use is not necessarily limited to these projects, but can be cost-shared
with others. In view of the efficient use of resources, global fleet base rec-
ommends that a vehicle pool system be introduced wherever possible (refer
to section 4.4.6, vehicle pool system).

The International Federation is not obligated to provide vehicles for dele-
gates outside of direct operational needs. Thus, the number of vehicles in an
operation should reflect the needs of ongoing programmes, not the number
of delegates. The private use of vehicles by staff or delegates must be ap-
proved in advance by the head of the operation and paid for by the author-
ized user (refer to section 4.6, private use of Federation vehicles).

4.2.2 Fleet staffing needs

Staffing structures within the transport section of an operation will depend
on the number of vehicles and overall workload. In small operations (1-5 ve-
hicles), and in the absence of a logistics delegate, the administration delegate
can manage the fleet with the assistance of a senior driver. A fleet manager,
assisted by a car dispatcher, can cover a fleet of up to 30 vehicles. Larger
fleets (more than 30 vehicles) normally require a fleet delegate and several
support staff to manage vehicle maintenance, spare parts, equipment, in-
ventory, record keeping, administration and reporting requirements.

Transport staff should be skilled and appropriately trained to carry out the
required duties. Additional training in fleet management, Fleet Wave, driv-
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FleetWave facilitates global fleet management: fixed-asset management, cost
control, rental management and insurance management, and, among other
services, interfaces with the International Federation’s financial system
(CODA). It is administrated by global fleet base but system users include all
locations that have Federation fixed assets. Users include country and field-
based Federation operations, PNSs and National Societies as well as the fleet
management authorities in their respective headquarters.

Information and data on each vehicle is recorded under a unique Federation
vehicle code, which is assigned by global fleet base. Information on vehicle
specifications (e.g., model, type, chassis number, engine number, etc.) for all
vehicles is entered centrally by global fleet base. Vehicle assignments are up-
dated daily to reflect actual stock levels and vehicle allocations and re-allo-
cations worldwide.

All vehicles must be registered in Fleet Wave, including those owned out-
right by an operation, VRP rentals and those rented on local contracts ex-
ceeding 30 days. Global fleet base is responsible for assigning the Federation
vehicle code under which the vehicle is registered in Fleet Wave, and should
be contacted to acquire a code for locally-rented vehicles or donations.

Federation operations and other renting agencies are responsible for enter-
ing local data into Fleet Wave: local insurance policies, registration plates,
base of operation, etc. They must also prepare and enter monthly reports on
fuel consumption, mileage, maintenance issues, accounting data - finance
booking codes, etc. Regional fleet coordinators ensure this is done in a
timely, comprehensive manner.

The system has a number of standard reports, enabling the review of fuel
consumption and maintenance issues, among others. These are used by
managers at several levels: local (operational level), regional (RLU), the zone
office and global (secretariat and global fleet base). Regional fleet coordina-
tors provide feedback and advice to the operations based on these reports
and data analysis.

Additionally, the system runs a monthly interface with CODA, automati-
cally logging the recorded finance codes and rental charges.
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Standard job descriptions for drivers are available on the Logistics Stan-
dards Online section of FedNet. Job descriptions, the driver authorization
form and the driver rules and regulations should all be translated into the
local language as well the working language of the operation.

4.2.4 Driver files

Every staff member, including delegates, authorized to drive a Federation
vehicle must have a driver’s file. Individual driver files should contain:
� an up-to-date driver file index card (form 11.2)
� driver’s full name, address, personal details and family contact details
� copy of the driver’s passport or other official identification
� copy of the driver-license(s), valid for the vehicle(s) to be driven
� the driving test report (form 11.3)
� a medical examination, completed by an authorized physician as per
country regulations (The examination must include eye and ear tests. The
medical is not applicable to delegate staff.)

� valid driver authorization form
� driver rules and regulation form signed by the driver (in the language of
the driver and in the official working language of the operation)

� records of all Federation and/or National Society trainings (including first
aid training and driver training)

� records of all disciplinary matters and actions

4.3 Global vehicle control mechanisms

4.3.1 Fleet Wave – Vehicle management system

Vehicle-operating costs account for approximately 60 per cent of the total
value of a vehicle over its lifetime. Effective management of these costs can
result in considerable cost-savings to Federation operations, PNSs and Na-
tional Societies.

Fleet Wave is an interactive platform that provides the tools to monitor and
control vehicle operating costs; it also facilitates risk management and fi-
nance code reporting. It is accessible worldwide via the internet: http://fleet-
wave.ifrc.org. An offline solution, for areas where internet connections are
costly or unreliable, is planned for 2008; users will be able to export and
import files to and from the database via the web.
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ment it is ordered from the manufacturer through to its final sale or dis-
posal.

� The Insurance module summarises the global insurance policies, dates
and costs and also includes details on the finance booking codes.

� The Accident module is one of two modules (the other being the Dele-
gation portal module) through which an operation can input data directly
into the system; it can be edited later to add or change information. Not
only is it a permanent record of all relevant documentation, but it also
alerts global fleet base and the insurance unit when an incident has been
added to the file; this in turn triggers an investigation and pursuit of a
claim where appropriate.

Monthly reports must be input into the Fleet Wave system by the 15th of
the following month, at the latest. The systematic collection of all the re-
quired vehicle data beforehand on a spreadsheet can facilitate reporting.
Data is compiled from vehicle logbooks, maintenance records, fuel purchase
records and from the finance and administration departments.

Reporting consumption to the Fuel and mileage table is only possible if all
drivers (and delegates) have maintained their logbooks for each trip. The
Maintenance/repair module contains the service and repair history, including
accident repairs. In order to complete this table appropriately, the commer-
cial workshop providing maintenance and servicing must provide invoices
that distinguish between labour costs (itemized by hour and total cost), spare
parts and lubricants.

A training manual is available from http://fleetwave.ifrc.org; additionally,
regional fleet coordinators or global fleet base can provide information and
training as required.

4.3.2 Federation vehicle code identification

All Federation vehicles, including operation-owned, VRP rentals and
those rented on a local contract exceeding 30 days, must have a Federa-
tion vehicle code in order to be registered in Fleet Wave. The code, unique
to each vehicle, is allocated at the time of purchase and cannot be changed.
It is allocated by global fleet base and must be referenced in all correspon-
dence and documentation concerning the vehicle.
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4.3.1.1 Fleet Wave, a brief orientation

The Fleet Wave system is accessible to all Federation personnel on an as-
needs-basis. In order to log on to the system, a password and viewing status
(active or read-only) must be obtained from global fleet base.

The head of the operation must designate one staff member to be respon-
sible for Fleet Wave data. The person will be given ‘active’ status enabling
them to input data directly into the system. This person does not have to
do the actual data entry, but is responsible for ensuring the timeliness and
accuracy of the data and is the focal point for global fleet base and the re-
gional fleet coordinator should any questions or discrepancies arise. On re-
quest of the head of operation, up to five ‘readers’ can have access to the
system, but on a read-only basis. They will not be able to enter or change
existing data. Operation-level users have access to information pertaining
to their operation’s vehicles only; whereas, regional and zone users have ac-
cess to information for their regions or zones.

FleetWave courseware is available for download and provides instruction on
how to enter information and effectively use the system. All personnel re-
sponsible for data-entry and reporting must complete the course.

Users access the system at http://fleetwave.ifrc.org by entering their user
name and password, which is issued by global fleet base.

Fleet Wave is divided into five modules:
� TheMotor assets module is the main screen. It contains static and dy-
namic information pertaining to the operation’s fleet, enabling the oper-
ation to review descriptive information for each asset.

� The Delegation portal is the main module through which operations
enter monthly reports and finance booking information. The system is
dynamic and automatically updates other tables and screens throughout
the Fleet Wave system. For example, when an operation enters data on
fuel and mileage, the data is automatically updated in the Fuel and mileage
module and the Fuel and mileage history in theMotor assets module.

� The Vehicle status module can be viewed as an embedded screen enti-
tled Rental history within the Motor Assets module. The purpose of this
module is to chart the total movements of a given vehicle from the mo-
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place it was delivered through or to, pending allocation to an operation or
National Society under the VRP. This is followed by a 3-digit number, is-
sued sequentially according to the order of purchase.

4.3.3 Federation emblems on vehicles

Only official emblems and stickers can be used on Federation vehicles; these
can be ordered from the RLU. Each Federation operation should have a
stock on hand, in varying sizes.

Unless otherwise indicated in an integration agreement1, vehicle rental pro-
gramme agreement (form 12.1) or vehicle registration agreement (contracts 12.5
for PNS and 12.6 for Federation), all Federation vehicles should be marked
with the Federation livery only.

Dashboard and magnetic stickers can be ordered from the RLU for vehicles
rented locally. However, global fleet base advice should be sought prior to
using such emblems in or on a rented vehicle.

Large 4-wheel-drive type vehicles should display a Federation emblem on the
forward doors, the bonnet and rear of the vehicle. Smaller vehicles should
be similarly identified but with appropriately-sized logos on the doors, wind-
screen and rear window of the vehicle. The ‘no guns’ sticker should be dis-
played in the rear side-windows of the vehicle.

Federation emblems may not be removed or hidden from view on any op-
erational vehicle without written approval from the head of the operation.
All Federation stickers must be removed when the vehicle is sold or other-
wise disposed of.

In the case of PNS-owned vehicles registered to the Federation or VRP ve-
hicles rented by a National Society, the standard Federation emblem on the
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Examples of VRP vehicle codes

UAEDB120
Purchased by global fleet base and delivered via Dubai stock,
reference number 120

UAEPA080
Purchased by global fleet base and delivered via Panama stock,
reference number 080

UAELK010
Purchased by global fleet base through local purchase in Sri Lanka,
reference number 010

UAEIN011
Purchased by global fleet base through local purchase in India,
reference number 011

Donated vehicles

LKCMB042
Donated in Sri Lanka, Colombo, reference number 042

PNS-owned vehicles registered through
the International Federation

PNSSN011
PNS-owned vehicle registered via Federation zone office Dakar,
Senegal, reference number 011

VRP vehicles are automatically allocated with a Federation vehicle code
number. However, Federation operations must contact global fleet base to
acquire Federation vehicle codes for all non-VRP vehicles, those owned out-
right by a Federation operation and local rentals expected to exceed 30-days.

The vehicle code is comprised of five letters and three digits. Once issued,
it never changes and must be noted on all documentation relevant to the ve-
hicle. The alphanumeric code indicates which service the vehicle was pur-
chased through (GVA-Geneva, UAE-United Arab Emirates, etc.) and the
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(i.e., its privileges and immunities). This should not be confused with a service agreement which sets out the
terms by which the International Federation provides National Societies with services such as office space,
transport, warehousing, etc. While integration agreements generally include service provision as well as legal
status, services that depend on the International Federation’s special legal status cannot be offered through a
simple service agreement.
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immediately upon returning to the base. Where a ‘one-driver one-vehicle’
rule is not in place, a key registry must be maintained, in which each issu-
ing of a key is systematically recorded.Where a ‘one-driver one-vehicle’ rule
is in effect, any key issued to a driver, other than the vehicle’s designated
driver, must be recorded in the vehicle’s logbook.

Spare and replacement keys can sometimes be requested through the local
manufacturer dealership. Where this is not possible, replacement keys may
be requested through global fleet base.

4.3.6 Document control

Legal requirements in most countries dictate that original copies of the ve-
hicle registration documents and certificate(s) of insurance must be carried
in the vehicle at all times, and be produced on request of an authority (e.g.,
traffic officer, police officer, etc.). Replacing original documents can be a
timely undertaking; hence, close tracking of the documents is needed.
Whenever possible, operations should use certified copies, verified by the rel-
evant local authorities. A vehicle must be immobilized whenever these doc-
uments are lost.

Where a ‘one-driver one-vehicle’ rule applies, the driver must sign on re-
ceipt of the documents, which remain with the vehicle whenever it is in use.
Where vehicles have more than one driver, vehicle documents should be
signed in and out by the driver and car dispatcher or fleet manager along
with the keys.

4.4 Vehicle dispatch

Dispatching is the task of assigning and managing vehicles and drivers to con-
duct the transport of personnel or cargo in an efficient manner. The dispatch
process begins with an official request by a staff (form 11.7, transport request)
and ends with the return of the vehicle and driver to the transport base.

Familiarity with operation programmes and activities, as well as regular com-
munication with staff, will facilitate smooth vehicle management. An aware-
ness of projects and regular vehicle usage patterns will enable the dispatcher
to predict and better manage transport needs. Regular communication,
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vehicle’s two forward doors may be replaced with the National Society’s em-
blem or name. All other Federation emblems must remain on the vehicle.

Federation vehicles based in urban areas of countries where there is no need
for increased visibility can affix small Federation stickers on the windscreen
and rear window.

4.3.4 Vehicle files

A vehicle file for each vehicle must contain:
� vehicle file index card (form 11.1)
� original invoices, vehicle gift certificate(s), bill of lading, airway bill, etc.
� customs import documents
� registration documents
� local insurance documents
� green card from the secretariat’s insurance unit
� copy of vehicle logbooks
� copy of monthly Fleet Wave reports (fuel, mileage and maintenance)
� all vehicle handover forms and goods received notes
� copy of all mission orders
� vehicle service and repair work order and relevant receipts
� details of all insurance matters
� copy of all correspondence specific to that vehicle
� copy of rental contract, sales contract and write-off documentation

The vehicle file must accompany the vehicle whenever it is transferred to an-
other operation or returned to a VRP stock holding. Missing files may re-
sult in the reconditioning of the vehicle with the ensuing costs charged to
the previous rentee. The transferring operation or National Society should
retain a copy of all documents necessary for audit purposes.

4.3.5 Key control

Each vehicle must have two sets of keys, clearly marked with the Federation
vehicle code. One is for daily use and the second as a spare, kept in a locked
safe on operation premises. Keys for daily use must be held by the car dis-
patcher or fleet manager and issued to the relevant driver each time the ve-
hicle is dispatched. This should be done in conjunction with a whiteboard
indicating vehicle allocations and availabilities. Drivers must hand in keys
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4.4.2 Dispatch procedures and tools

A number of procedures need to be established to ensure ongoing and reli-
able management of an operation’s fleet. All staff should be encouraged to
plan their transport needs in advance and to adhere to standard procedures
for vehicle requests.

Standard forms for requesting vehicles include:

Mission order (form 11.9):This form is mandatory for all vehicle and per-
sonnel movements outside of authorized areas (as defined in section 3.3.3,
Driver rules and regulations, form 11.5) and must be signed by the head of
operation or the delegated authority. The driver must provide a copy of the
mission order to the radio room operator prior to departure. Wherever pos-
sible, mission orders should be written in the working language of the oper-
ation as well as the local language.

Transport request (form 11.7): This form must be submitted for all travel
as well as transport needs; i.e., cargo (small packages) that can be delivered
in a light vehicle. It must be signed by the requesting staff member and ac-
companied by a mission order whenever the transport need is outside au-
thorized areas. Trip details should be clearly indicated before transport can
be allocated.

Transport request cargo (form 11.8):This form is used for the transport of
cargo requiring a truck and within authorized areas. It must be accompanied
by a mission order whenever transport needs are outside authorized areas.

Where operation compounds have guarded entry points, the
driver’s copy of the transport request form can be used as part of
an additional control process for vehicles exiting the compound.

Transport requests and mission orders are essential for effective fleet manage-
ment and the safety of goods and staff. These documents may also be used
for other purposes (e.g., calculation of driver per diems, movement control,
etc.), but these should not supersede or obscure the main purpose of the
forms.
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regarding transport scheduling and availability, with the various projects and
departments within an operation will also encourage better forward plan-
ning.

4.4.1 Dispatcher’s responsibilities

The vehicle dispatcher’s responsibilities include:
� provide overall control of the vehicle fleet and drivers
� ensure that a pool system is in use (where possible)
� ensure transport request forms are used and properly approved (form
11.7)

� monitor all vehicle movements - which vehicles are doing what, with
which driver, where and with whom, including ETD (estimated time of
departures) and ETR (estimated time of return)

� be the official communication channel between drivers and other opera-
tional staff

� evaluate driver feedback regarding changing field conditions, missions
and requests from departments and projects

� rotate drivers to ensure their working hours are balanced and that leave
is taken (overworked drivers are a security risk)

� ensure vehicles are in running condition and coordinate regular vehicle
maintenance

� follow up maintenance checks, control the work done on vehicles com-
paring them against the service sheet and invoice

� ensure vehicles are equipped with all necessary tools
� maintain appropriate and complete files
� ensure fleet vehicles are used in a cost-effective manner
� instruct drivers regarding reporting lines
� ensure all necessary information, especially vehicle-related incidents, are
reported

� ensure, through regular checks, that logbooks are used by all drivers, con-
stantly and correctly

� compare actual use against transport request forms to prevent any misuse
of vehicles

� ensure monthly Fleet Wave reporting
� prepare monthly report on vehicle and driver working hours
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� perform a safety check on the vehicle
� consult the driver on general road conditions and vehicle performance
� consult with requesting staff regarding satisfaction level and concerns
� check the driver’s condition (i.e., fresh, tired, sick, etc.)
� note the mission’s total working hours

4.4.4 Daily dispatch whiteboard

A whiteboard, on which the daily dispatch is recorded, is an effective tool
for monitoring fleet movements. It is used to track the whereabouts of ve-
hicles and staff throughout the day, and their estimated time of return. It
provides an instant and visual recap of essential dispatch information for all
to see; a useful tool in all situations, but essential during an emergency phase
or operation. Key entries should include:
� drivers’ names and vehicle assignments
� requesting department and staff
� destination(s)
� departure times and ETAs

As vehicles are dispatched, or planned, the mission and time details should
be register in the row corresponding to the vehicle’s code number (refer to
table in the above photo). Upon return of the vehicle, the information is
erased and the vehicle keys are returned to the key board.
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4.4.3 Procedures

Transport request forms are necessary for effective vehicle and driver plan-
ning. The forms also facilitate vehicle reporting on Fleet Wave and assist in
the planning of timely vehicle maintenance. Staff should be encouraged to
submit transport requests to the dispatcher as soon as possible, well in ad-
vance of the planned trip.

Each transport request form should be filled out in triplicate, either on pre-
printed tricoloured forms or regular computer printouts, and copies issued to:
1. requesting department and staff
2. logistics department
3. driver

Upon receipt of a transport request form, the dispatch officer (or the dele-
gated authority) must verify that the request is appropriately authorized and
all required information duly completed. Then, the dispatcher:
� registers the details on the vehicle dispatch whiteboard and a daily dis-
patch sheet (refer to section 4.4.4 )

� assigns an appropriate vehicle and driver, and ensures both will be ready
on the correct date and time

� determines the type of communications equipment needed and issues
special procedural instructions where required (e.g., VHF radio channels,
HF radio frequencies, mobile phone and phone list, etc.)

� briefs the driver on relevant security issues
� checks and organizes the vehicle’s emergency food and drinking water sup-
plies (where necessary)

� checks and coordinates mission-specific equipment (e.g., maps, compass,
GPS, etc.)

Vehicles should be allocated in view of maintaining a balance in terms of
mileage. That is, vehicles should be rotated, whenever possible and practical, to
ensure equal ware on all vehicles in the fleet. The Fleet Wave fuel and mileage
report will help flag vehicles that have registered a higher mileage than others.

It is very important to get feedback from the driver once the mission has been
completed and the vehicle has returned to base. Upon return of the vehicle,
the dispatcher should:
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In a pool system, vehicles do not belong to a specific department or project
within a given operation but are controlled by the dispatcher. Departments
or staff must request transport from the dispatcher, who allocates vehicles
and drivers according to availability and priority.

Where possible, vehicles should be requested well in advance and must be
accompanied by the appropriate transport request form (forms 11.7 or 11.8).

4.4.7 Duty driver system

In countries where public transport is nonexistent or unsafe, a duty driver
system can be implemented, and should be standard operating procedure for
any operation with more than just a few delegates. A duty driver remains on
standby for transport requests outside of normal working hours and week-
ends within a designated area (city, town, etc.), never for field trips.

The duty driver system helps to limit vehicle use outside of normal work-
ing hours, minimizes the size of the vehicle fleet and reduces private use. In
turn, this helps preserve the reputation of the International Federation by
lowering the risk of drinking and driving incidents and situations where ve-
hicles are seen parked in front of bars, pubs, discos, etc.

Minimum requirements for establishing a duty driver system:
� minimum of four drivers
� vehicle for duty driver
� means of communication (VHF handset or mobile phone)

Duty driver allocation should be based on a rotation system. A duty driver
assignment should not exceed 24 hours (may be less if local conditions dic-
tate) and should be compensated in compliance with the country’s labour
laws with preference given to time-off in lieu of overtime payment, where
permitted by law. Further, duty drivers should be entitled to take the fol-
lowing day off, permitting them a day to recover before resume normal du-
ties.

The head of operation has the overall responsibility for introducing and im-
plementing the duty driver system, however the fleet manager is responsi-
ble for the smooth functioning of the system. A written monthly schedule,
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4.4.5 Daily dispatch sheet

Daily dispatch sheets permit better planning and follow-up. Statistics on
vehicle and driver deployments are also useful in long-term planning: a basis
on which future needs can be predicted (e.g., the timely replacement of ve-
hicles, maintenance schedules, etc.). In turn, forward planning facilitates
the budget-planning process; in that, funds for high-expense items are pre-
planned and requested well in advance, avoiding unnecessary delays and ex-
pensive deliveries (linked to last minute orders). Although less needed in
operations with only a few vehicles, it is an essential tool in the manage-
ment of larger fleets.

There must be a separate dispatch sheet for each day of the month. Dis-
patch sheet information columns include:
� Federation vehicle code
� type of vehicle
� driver’s name
� destination
� name of travellers
� time schedule (departure times - OUT, return times - IN)
� remarks

Mission details, especially the IN and OUT times, are mandatory.

All authorized transport request forms, even those for future dates, should be
assigned a vehicle and driver and this information recorded immediately on
the daily dispatch sheet for the appropriate day. Current and future dispatch
sheets must be monitored regularly by the dispatcher to ensure that no re-
quests are forgotten.

4.4.6 Vehicle pool system

The use of a vehicle pool system ensures the most efficient use of vehicles
within an operation and should be used wherever possible. It requires a suf-
ficient number of drivers to cover all the vehicles as well as overtime, holi-
day, vacation time and sick leave needs. The system is best managed and
monitored using a whiteboard to display details of vehicle and driver avail-
abilities and movements (refer to section 4.4.4).
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A separate driver file must be created for each delegate authorized to drive
and, in addition to the items indicated in section 4.2.4, must include a copy
of the delegate’s international driving-license. This file is manage like other
driver files with all vehicle incidents duly noted.

Pool system and delegate drivers: In locations where delegates are per-
mitted to drive to and from their residence and work, as part of the pool sys-
tem and wherever possible, one vehicle should be allocated and delegates
living in close proximity to each other required to share the vehicle.

In security situations dictating that a vehicle must be available overnight at
a delegate’s residences, a maximum of one vehicle per residence should be
permitted provided it can be parked in a secure location.

4.6 Private use of Federation vehicles

Private use of Federation vehicles is considered to be any vehicle used out-
side the operational requirements of the operation. Travelling to and from
a residence to the operation’s office is normally considered private use. The
International Federation is not obliged to provide vehicles to its employees
(delegates, consultants, national staff, etc.) for use outside of working hours
or operational duties.

Private use is permitted only under the following conditions and is subject
to written approval of the head of operation:
� There is no alternative, secure means of transportation available.
� Operational conditions are conducive to private use (adequate vehicle
availability and security conditions permit).

� All private use must be pre-authorized in writing by the head of operation;
the driving authorization form must specify the reasons for the authori-
zation and the areas of and limitations on use.

� All mileage and fuel consumption accrued for private use is charged to the
user at the standard private-use flat rate (PUFR) and must be paid on a
monthly basis. PUFR is based on average vehicle operating costs in Fed-
eration operations and is the same for all vehicle types; it cannot be
changed. In 2008, the rate was 0.50 CHF/km; current rates are available
from global fleet base. The head of operation, following consultation with
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posted for all drivers to see, will ensure good management and transparency
in the allocation process.

Local and international staff should be encouraged to view the system as a
benefit not a right, one set up to assist them in job-related and/or private
business outside of normal working hours.

4.5 Delegate driving

Federation practice dictates that local drivers should be used at all times un-
less there is a clear operational need for delegates to drive.

Local drivers are familiar with the roads, driving conditions and environ-
ment, more so than expatriate drivers. In particular, in the emergency phase
of an operation, when team members may be tired, stressed and focused on
the tasks at hand, local drivers must be used at all times. In the case of an
accident or incident, the local driver can speak the language which normally
makes the situation less complicated. Moreover, experience shows that where
the driver is a foreigner the situation often develops into a more complex
legal and security issue.

The International Federation is not obliged to provide transport for dele-
gates to and from their residences and place of work. However, where re-
quired, either a pool system, duty driver system or shuttle service can be put
in place to facilitate transport. A duty driver and vehicle (usually equipped
with a radio or mobile phone) can remain on standby to provide transport
outside normal working hours or a regular collection and delivery shuttle
service can be provided according to an agreed timetable.

In situations where an operational need for delegates to drive has been iden-
tified, the head of operation must authorize such use in writing for each
staff member. The justification for and any limitations on the permission
must be clearly detailed on the driver authorization form (form 11.4).How-
ever, local drivers must always be used for field trips outside of authorized
areas, as defined in the operation’s security regulations and the driver rules
and regulations.
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When a private vehicle is used for work purposes, all travel must be recorded
in a standard Federation vehicle logbook. At the end of each month, the
delegate must forward a copy of the logbook entries to the Federation fi-
nance and administration delegate and/or the head of operation for ap-
proval. Mileage and fuel costs will be refunded at the standard private-use
flat rate (PUFR). The logbook must be handed over to the head of opera-
tion at the end of the delegate’s mission and retained in the operation’s files
for three years for archival and accountability purposes.

Privately-owned vehicles should never carry Federation emblems or identi-
fying insignia.

4.8 Fuel control

Strict control of the purchase and consumption of fuel must be maintained
by the fleet manager to avoid improper use. Theft of fuel is a common prob-
lem; close monitoring and correct use of FleetWave will help minimize such
occurrences. A control system should be established to monitor fuel pur-
chases and consumption.

Wherever possible, a fuel-purchase contract should be established with a
specific supplier in which the terms for fuel supply are clearly defined (con-
tract 12.3, fuel purchase contract). The contract should specify the quality
of the fuel; moreover, regular, independent laboratory analysis should be
undertaken in view of monitoring quality control or whenever the quality
is in doubt.

Operations should avoid buying fuel against cash. Although no system is
completely foolproof, the establishment of a secure fuel-purchasing system
must be a priority for fleet managers. Fuel control methods will vary due to
local conditions, however two commonly used methods are:
� fuel purchase vouchers
� prepaid vouchers in the case of fuel donations

4.8.1 Fuel purchase vouchers

Each vehicle should be assigned a book of fuel-purchase vouchers, contain-
ing sequentially numbered vouchers to be completed in triplicate (white
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global fleet base, can charge a higher rate where deemed appropriate (i.e.,
to compensate for higher local fuel costs).

� All private mileage is recorded (as such) in the vehicle logbook.
� Where a vehicle is to be parked overnight outside the vehicle compound,
safe parking must be secured by the user.

� Private use is not allowed while the user is on leave.
� Federation vehicles cannot be taken out of the country of assignment for
any private purpose.

� When an accident occurs to a vehicle under private use, insurance de-
ductibles or other costs arising as a consequence of the accident will be
charged to the user.

Where a delegate, or a group of delegates living in close proximity to one an-
other, requires a vehicle for travelling to and from work, and there are vehi-
cles available outside of operational needs, a vehicle may be used subject to
the above conditions.

Family members are permitted to travel in Federation vehicles as set out in
the driver rules and regulations (form 11.5). Transport of persons not in-
cluded in these rules must be specifically pre-authorized in writing by the
head of the operation.

Under no circumstances can a family member or any person who is not
working for the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement drive a Federation
vehicle.

4.7 Use of private vehicles for work purposes

Where appropriate, Federation personnel with their own private vehicle in
the country of operation may ask the head of operation for written approval
to use their vehicle for work purposes. However, the Federation will not ac-
cept responsibility for any claims resulting from an accident or incident con-
cerning a private vehicle used for work purposes. The owner must ensure
that the vehicle is fully insured for such use.

The International Federation does not cover insurance, maintenance or run-
ning costs for private vehicles used by delegates for work purposes.
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The regional fleet manager or global fleet base can provide technical assis-
tance in the correct use of Fleet Wave and investigative procedures.

4.9 Truck management

Federation operations should use National Society trucks or local commer-
cial trucking capacity wherever possible. In exceptional circumstances, where
these are unavailable, trucks may be purchased through global fleet base for
the operation.

Whether using Federation-owned or commercial trucks, a formalized system
for requesting truck movements should be agreed on within the operation
(form 11.8, transport request, cargo) and a detailed record of daily truck move-
ments maintained.

Trucking people: In cases where trucks are required to transport large pop-
ulations in cargo compartments (relocation of refugees or IDPs, for exam-
ple), special approval from global fleet base is required, both for technical
approval in terms of the type of vehicle to be used and to arrange additional
insurance coverage.
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original, with yellow and pink copies, for example). The book must be
signed for, along with other vehicle documents, and the voucher numbers
recorded by the fleet manager.

When obtaining fuel:
� the driver completes the purchase voucher; it must be signed by the driver
and fuel station attendant

� the fuel station attendant issues the driver with a receipt of purchase
� the driver records the purchase in the vehicle logbook
� the pink copy remains in the voucher book
� the white copy remains with the fuel station and must be submitted with
the monthly invoice

� the yellow copy is turned in to the operation’s fleet office by the driver,
along with the fuel station receipt

� the yellow copy and receipts are checked against the fuel station’s invoice

Purchase vouchers, fuel receipts, invoices and the vehicle logbook should be
checked and reconciled on a monthly basis.

4.8.2 Prepaid vouchers

Federation policy does not permit any operation to purchase prepaid fuel
vouchers. However, in some operations, fuel may be available to Federation
vehicles as a donation either from a cooperating agency (UNHCR, ICRC,
etc.) or from the government of the country of operation.

These vouchers should be numbered and be valid for a specific volume of
fuel. When issued, fuel vouchers should be recorded by the issuing officer;
the date, driver’s name, odometer reading and voucher number should be
noted. The driver must record all fuel purchases in the vehicle logbook and
return fuel station receipts to the fleet office.

4.8.3 Fuel consumption control

Fleet Wave reports must be produced by every operation in a timely man-
ner (before the 15th of the following month) and any indicators of over or
under-use investigated. Under-use can indicate improper record keeping:
lower fuel consumption is often the result of an improperly recorded fuel
purchase.
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global fleet base must arrange for global insurance coverage through the sec-
retariat’s insurance unit.

Vehicles lent or rented to the Federation by a National Society should be re-
turned as soon as the operation permits. A vehicle handover form (form
11.11) must be completed when the vehicle is returned.

4.10 Motorcycle, forklift and generator management

Motorcycles, forklifts and generators are all regarded as ‘vehicles’ and are
subject to the rules of vehicle fleet management. As such:
� all such equipment must be reported to global fleet base using the fixed

asset registration form (form 11.15)
� fuel consumption, utilization and maintenance must be input in Fleet
Wave on a monthly basis

� mileage, fuel and lubricants must be recorded in their respective logbooks
� fuel and oil consumption must be monitored
� periodic checks and specified service schedules must be adhered to
� adequate spare parts for servicing the equipment should be ordered at the
time of purchase

� appropriate training should be given to all users

One staff member should be responsible for checking, fuelling and moni-
toring the servicing of the equipment daily.

4.10.1 Motorcycles

The use of motorcycles is covered by specific regulations included in the
driving rules and regulations, motorcycles (form 11.6) and must be signed by
all drivers authorized to drive them. Mileage, fuel and lubricants must be
recorded in a vehicle logbook (form 11.17).

Passengers are not permitted on a motorcycle.

Delegates are not permitted to drive or ride as passengers on the
motorcycles.
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Federation-owned trucks registered in the Fleet Wave system have standard
global third-party liability subsidiary insurance and driver and passenger in-
surance. However, driver and passenger insurance is valid for occupants of
the truck cabin only (refer to truck model technical specifications in the
Fleet Wave motor assets register for information on what constitutes the
cabin, and the number of permitted passengers).

4.9.1 Federation and National Society trucks

Federation-owned trucks should only be operated where there is a clear op-
erational need. Once the need has ended or there is an alternative source of
trucking capacity, Federation trucks should be disposed of either by sale,
transfer to another operation or handover to the National Society; this must
be authorized by and done under the supervision of global fleet base.

Federation rules for vehicle fleet management should be applied to all trucks.
Whenever Federation trucks are lent or rented to National Societies or other
agencies, a contract noting the vehicle’s condition and detailing charges,
fuel, servicing, driver and repair costs should be signed before the vehicle is
handed over. The vehicle handover form (form 11.11) must be used.

Where Federation or National Society trucks are used to support PNS pro-
grammes and activities, a realistic rate for transport services (based on cost-
recovery including overhead and depreciation) should be charged to the
PNS. The regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base can provide costing
schedules to assist in the accurate costing of vehicle operating costs.

4.9.2 Trucks on loan and rented

Commercial or other agency (e.g., ICRC, WFP, National Societies, etc.)
trucking capacity can be employed by a Federation operation on a short or
long-term basis. Where the need is one-time or occasional, a contract or
agreement can be undertaken by the operation (based on and in respect of
the standard Federation procurement process). Contractual agreements for
long-term needs should be arranged through global fleet base.

All vehicles lent or rented (excluding commercial rental companies) to Fed-
eration operations for an extended period (more than a month) should be
reported to the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base. This is vital as
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Servicing intervals should be planned as part of regular use (refer to form
11.19, maintenance schedule). When a vehicle or equipment is in need of
routine servicing or repair, the driver or responsible staff member must in-
form the fleet manager, who will authorize the work.

Appropriate maintenance and repair facilities must be identified for all ve-
hicle types and equipment to avoid prolonged downtime and lost capacity.
Local availability of maintenance and repair facilities must be evaluated as
part of the operation’s initial needs assessment. That is, at the beginning of
the operation, when the overall transport requirements are being defined, the
logistician must take into consideration the local availability of appropriate
maintenance facilities. This is done prior to ordering or purchasing a vehi-
cle or piece of equipment as the availability of service centres could impact
on the choice of vehicle model and equipment.

All vehicles should carry and maintain up-to-date records in the vehicle serv-
ice book; it contains the vehicle’s service schedule and history of mainte-
nances and repairs. These records must also be input into Fleet Wave in a
comprehensive, timely manner (before the 15th of the following month).

4.11.1 Servicing

Federation policy dictates that light vehicles be serviced at each 5,000km
interval. This takes into consideration the specific circumstances under
which most vehicles operate (e.g., dusty environments, poor road condi-
tions, etc.).

Maintenance of Federation vehicles should only be carried out by author-
ized commercial workshops or those established and managed by ICRC,
UN agencies, MSF or other humanitarian organization in the area of oper-
ation. In circumstances where no such workshop exists, the Federation may
open its own workshop. In such cases, approval and technical advice must
be obtained from global fleet base.

A legally valid service and maintenance agreement should always be estab-
lished between the Federation and the workshop conducting the mainte-
nance (contract 12.2, maintenance services contract).This includes workshops
managed by other humanitarian agencies.
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As with all vehicles, motorcycles must be purchased in consultation with
global fleet base.

4.10.2 Forklifts

All forklift use must comply with local regulations: driver licensing, health
and safety regulations, etc. Forklift operators, where possible, should provide
proof of experience or training in the use of such equipment prior to being al-
lowed to use it. Global fleet base can provide technical training where required.

Running times, fuel and lubricants must be recorded in a forklift and gen-
erator logbook (form 11.18).

Forklifts must be purchased in consultation with global fleet base.

4.10.3 Generators

A useful guide to the selection and installation of generators can be found
in the Emergency Relief Items Catalogue, Volume 1, in both the engineering
section and the annex.

Running times, fuel and lubricants must be recorded in a forklift and gen-
erator logbook (form 11.18).

4.11 Maintenance and repair

Out-of-service or unserviceable vehicles or equipment (motorcycles, forklifts
and generators) are a significant drain on operational resources and capac-
ity. Regular servicing and appropriate preventive maintenance has a direct
and significant impact on the lifespan and reliability of a vehicle or piece of
equipment. Maintenance costs can be significantly reduced and the lifes-
pan of equipment prolonged through daily inspections and preventive up-
keep.

The fleet delegate or manager must ensure that all Federation vehicles and
equipment are maintained and serviced according to the prescribed intervals
and service instructions in the user manuals. Advice and technical support
is available through the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base.
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The workshop should present the replaced parts for a visual check. All in-
voices from the garage should be checked against the vehicle’s service
schedule.

In order to comply with Fleet Wave maintenance-reporting requirements,
the service workshop must issue detailed invoices itemizing all spare parts,
materials and labour costs separately. Invoice specifications must include:
� labour costs per hour
� total labour cost
� spare parts and materials
� all oils and lubricants
� other costs

Only genuine spare parts and quality lubricants should be used for repairs
and maintenance of Federation vehicles. Copies of all relevant invoices must
be kept in the vehicle’s file. Maintenance is to be input, before the 15th of
the following month, in the Fleet Wave system.

Each vehicle must have a vehicle service book, provided by global fleet base
upon delivery of the VRP vehicle, in which the required servicing schedule
is indicated. The service schedule must be strictly adhered to and planned
for as part of the vehicle’s regular use. Continued operation of a vehicle be-
yond scheduled service intervals is unacceptable. All service and/or main-
tenance must be recorded in the vehicle service book and be signed and
stamped by the workshop manager.

Where a VRP vehicle is returned without detailed proof of regular servic-
ing (i.e., copies of invoices or other supporting documents in the vehicle’s
file) the renting operation or National Society may be held responsible for
all repairs or overhaul costs to bring the vehicle up to a serviceable stan-
dard.

4.11.2 Spare parts

In some countries of operation, it may be difficult to find a regular and re-
liable supply of genuine spare parts. The problem of counterfeit spare parts
is widespread and the use of these inferior-quality parts can have serious,
detrimental effects on the long-term serviceability of vehicles.
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Authorized Nissan and Toyota vehicle workshops, as well as those operated
by the agencies mentioned above, normally provide regular servicing as per
the manufacturer’s instructions. Nevertheless, it is advisable to confirm this
with the workshop. To avoid misunderstandings regarding what constitutes
standard manufacture maintenance procedures, a copy of the maintenance
schedule (form 11.19, maintenance schedule) should be attached to the serv-
ice contract.

Additional works deemed necessary by the workshop, but not covered under
the service agreement, must be pre-approved by the operation in writing.

In order to minimize delays related to acquiring written
authorization and the issuing of new contracts, a standard clause
can be added to the service contract stating that additional,
essential work may be carried out within a pre-specified monetary
limit without pre-approved authorization from the Federation. All
other work exceeding this fixed amount must be authorized.
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No vehicle may be sold to military, paramilitary or similar
organizations.

4.12.1 Approval process for disposal of vehicles

An asset disposal form must be completed for all fixed assets: light vehicles,
trucks, motorcycles, generators and forklifts.

This form must be completed for all operation-owned assets and signed by
the head of the operation. The form is then sent to global fleet base for final
approval. In the case of assets donated by a PNS or other donor, the asset dis-
posal formmust also be signed by the donor before being sent to global fleet
base for approval. The sale process may begin once global fleet base has
signed and returned the form.

VRP vehicles may only be disposed of with specific and prior approval and
instruction from the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base. Where
an operation has been requested to dispose of a VRP asset, the regional fleet
coordinator or global fleet base will send a signed asset disposal form to the
operation.

4.12.2 Establish market value

Prior to the sale, the asset’s actual market value must be established by an of-
ficial local dealer or a Federation, ICRC, UN vehicle workshop or other
legally recognized institution or company. The asset should be evaluated as
is. All relevant documentation in the evaluation process must including the
vehicle code, type, model, year of manufacture, chassis number, engine
number, technical condition, etc., and must be signed and stamped by the
evaluating authority.

Where an operation has been requested to dispose of a VRP vehicle, global
fleet base will indicate the minimum sale price in the asset disposal form.

4.12.3 Legal aspects

The operation must contact the responsible authorities in the country to
ensure that all aspects of the sale are in accordance with the laws of the coun-
try. The following points should be verified:
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Where availability and/or high prices are an issue, vehicle and equipment
(i.e., motorcycle, forklift and generator) spare parts can be obtained through
global fleet base. Complete spare part kits for one or two years of operation
(50,000km) can be ordered through global feet base. Ideally, these should
be ordered when requesting a VRP vehicle so that they can be delivered with
the vehicle, minimizing transport costs. Specifications for standard spare part
kits can be obtained from the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base.
Fast-moving, high-use spare parts, those needed for regular servicing, and
non-standard spare parts, needed as a result of a breakdown or accident, can
also be ordered through global fleet base; the latter are not necessarily held
in stock. In some situations, contracts can be made with the workshop serv-
icing Federation vehicles to supply labour only; the operation would provide
the necessary spare parts and engine lubricants, gearboxes, etc.

Global fleet base has agreements with vehicle manufacturers and dealers to
supply spare parts; thus, Federation operations should, where possible, com-
pare locally procured spare part prices with those offered by global fleet base.

4.12 Disposal of vehicles

Vehicles, including light vehicles, trucks, motorcycles, generators and fork-
lifts are ‘fixed assets’ or capital. Procedures for disposal must be strictly ob-
served and appropriate authorization obtained.

VRP vehicles may only be disposed of following approval and instruction
from the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base. Where an operation
has been requested to dispose of a VRP asset, global fleet base will provide
the signed asset disposal form (form 11.14).

Disposal procedure:
� Approval process: Depending on asset ownership either the operation or
global fleet base completes an asset disposal form. It must also be signed
by the original donor, where applicable.

� Establish market value: This must be done by an authorized evaluating
authority.

� Equipment removal: All radio equipment, Federation emblems and doc-
umentation must be removed prior to disposal.
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4.12.4.2 Direct sale

A Federation operation may undertake direct sale of the asset through a
sealed-bid process. The sale should be advertised in appropriate local news-
papers, with the following points included:
� vehicle details such as make, model, colour, odometer reading, etc.
� duty and tax free, imported vehicle for sale
� minimum sale price – asset to be sold as is
� only sealed bids to be accepted
� deadline for receipt of bids
� time and location for vehicle inspection
� payment terms (cash, bank draft or bank confirmation of payment before
handover)

� buyer must assume full responsibility for any taxes or duties due
� seller reserves the right to select any bid and is not obligated to accept the
highest bid

A committee of at least three people must inspect the bids. Any bids which
are not sealed or were received after the deadline must be rejected. All bids
must be recorded and the original documents retained. Using the compar-
ative bid analysis form evaluate the best bid. A report justifying the com-
mittee’s decision should be summarized in the comparative bid analysis form,
which must be signed by all committee members. The form along with a list
of all bids must be sent to the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base
for final approval of sale. A copy of the comparative bid analysis form is
available via FedNet.

4.12.5 Vehicle handover

A vehicle handover form (form 11.11)must be completed and signed by both
the Federation operation and the buyer at the time of handover. Other re-
quired actions include:
� deregister the vehicle
� remove all Federation emblems and radio equipment
� cancel local third-party insurance
� prepare the sale’s contract (contract 12.4, vehicle sale contract)

4.12.6 Sale or donation of vehicles to a National Society

No vehicles that have reached their end-of-life should be sold or donated to
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� Procedures required to obtain official approval from the responsible au-
thorities (e.g., ministry of finance, customs, etc.) to sell vehicles that were
imported duty free in the name of the Federation (in accordance with the
country status agreement).

� Procedures required to change ownership of the vehicle to the buyer (the
buyer must pay all duties and taxes, registration, etc.).

� Procedures required for change of ownership where the buyer also has a
duty-and-tax-exempt status (e.g., government organizations, UN agen-
cies, NGOs or other international organizations).

4.12.4 The sale of assets

Assets should be sold on the local market through auction and/or a public
tender process; an auction house or direct sale approach may also be used.
It should be recalled that:
� Global fleet base approval is required.
� No vehicle may be sold to military, paramilitary or similar organizations.
� All radio equipment, Federation emblems and documentation must be re-
moved prior to disposal.

4.12.4.1 Auction house sale

An auction house sale is the preferred option, particularly if several vehicles
are to be sold at the same time.

A clear and detailed contract should be agreed to and signed with the auc-
tion house. The contract should define the procedures required for the sale
and include an itemize list of relevant costs (e.g., auction house commis-
sion, warehousing and security if any, liability in the event of theft/damage
on auction house property, etc.). It should also specify that the auction house
is responsible for ensuring that all legal requirements vis-à-vis the change of
ownership are fulfilled. It should be clearly stated that no claims from either
the local authorities or the buyer, regarding the improper processing of legal
procedures and documents, will be accepted by the International Federa-
tion. Global fleet base should be consulted for technical advice on con-
tracting to auction houses.

A vehicle handover form (form 11.11)must be completed and signed by both
the Federation operation and the buyer at the time of handover.
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a National Society; i.e., light vehicles with more than 125,000km or 48
months; trucks with more than 300,000km, no age limit.

A vehicle handover form (form 11.11)must be completed and signed by both
the Federation operation and the National Society at the time of handover.
A vehicle gift certificate (form 11.12) must be issued in the case of a dona-
tion.

All documentation related to the sale or donation of a vehicle must be filed
in the vehicle’s file.

4.12.7 Sale of assets to Federation employees

Vehicles, and other assets, may be sold to Federation employees as long as a
full public tender process has been followed and they have respected the
process. Bidders are not allowed to participate in the sale’s committee or to
have influence over its members.

A vehicle handover form (form 11.11)must be completed and signed by both
the Federation operation and the buyer at the time of the handover.

All documentation related the sale of the asset must be kept in the asset’s file.

4.12.8 Disposal of assets from Fleet Wave system

Only after global fleet base has received copies of the following documents
will it remove the fixed asset from Fleet Wave and relevant finance systems.
� asset disposal form (form 11.14), signed by the head of the operation,
donor (where required) and global fleet base prior to the disposal of the
asset

� vehicle sales contract (contract, 12.4), signed by the operation and the
buyer

� vehicle handover form (form 11.11), when vehicle is physically handed
over to the buyer or National Society it is being donated to

� vehicle gift certificate, only where a vehicle owned outright by an operation
is donated to a National Society
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5.1 Light vehicle transport

In the first phase of an emergency operation, transport demands can in-
clude: FACT members, RDRT members, delegates arriving to support the
operation, ERU teams and assessment teams. During later phases, addi-
tional requests may also come from Participating National Societies operat-
ing bilateral and multilateral programmes.

To meet immediate and long-term transport needs a number of options can
be considered. However, the first step is to contact the VRP service to
arrange all long-term vehicle needs (i.e., those exceeding one month). Other
solutions, listed below, should be viewed as temporary arrangements pend-
ing the arrival of VRP vehicles.

VRP service: The VRP service is and should always be the first option for
securing vehicles. Regulations concerning the import and use of foreign-
registered vehicles vary from country to country and must be verified with
relevant local authorities beforehand, particularly in countries where the In-
ternational Federation does not have a status agreement (refer to the Feder-
ation zone office to determine if your country has a status agreement). The
requesting operation is responsible for verifying vehicle import regulations,
prior to requesting a VRP vehicle. As soon as vehicle needs have been iden-
tified, including appropriate vehicle types and quantities, requests for VRP
vehicles (form 11.13, vehicle request form) can be made to the regional fleet
coordinator or global fleet base; they will arrange the earliest possible deliv-
ery.

Country representation: Vehicles from the country representation, where
one exists, can be used. However, consideration must be given to minimiz-
ing the impact on the representation’s ongoing programmes.

Host National Society:The host National Society can provide vehicles on
a rental basis; however the society’s excess capacity may be minimal or non-
existent due to its own emergency response efforts. An agreement should
be drawn up and signed with the National Society and include a realistic ve-
hicle rental charge; the regional fleet coordinator can assist in this. Where a
vehicle is used for more than one month, it must be reported to the regional
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Vehicle fleet management
in emergencies
Transport needs, for both personnel and relief materials, at the start of an
emergency operation will likely be significant. Whether there is an estab-
lished country representation or not, when an emergency occurs it is almost
certain that the available vehicles will be inadequate in terms of meeting the
new operational needs.

In order to maximize the effectiveness of limited resources and to facilitate
the eventual build-up and management of a dedicated fleet of vehicles for
the emergency operation, it is essential that standard operating procedures
be put in place as soon as possible. In most emergencies, it will take time to
implement all the necessary procedures, but they must remain a priority.

Moreover, regardless of the emergency, road safety and security considera-
tions must remain a priority and should never be compromised for the sake
of expediency. In particular, in the emergency phase of an operation, when
team members may be tired, stressed and focused on the tasks at hand, local
drivers must be used at all times.

In emergency operations:
• Standard operating procedures must be put in place as quickly as

possible to ensure a well-managed and safety-conscious work
environment.

• Local drivers must be used at all times to ensure staff safety.
• Vehicles must be requested from the vehicle rental programme

when vehicle needs are expected to surpass 30 days.

This chapter discusses the possible transport needs that may arise in an emer-
gency operation and highlights key fleet-management procedures that
should be prioritized from the start of an operation. Ideally, all vehicle man-
agement procedures should be in place by the end of the first month; at the
latest, by the end of the first phase of the emergency (refer to chapters 2
through 4).
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is extremely difficult to put all of them in place from day one; nevertheless,
all must be regarded as high priority. Key procedures include:
� Vehicle files: Individual vehicle files must be created, at the very latest,
upon reception of the vehicles; all relevant documents must be filed ac-
curately.

� Local third-party insurance: Vehicles must never be used unless ade-
quately insured locally.

� Vehicle allocation:The demand for transport will likely exceed the sup-
ply; thus it is essential that procedures for transport requests, prioritiza-
tion, vehicle allocation and the issuing of mission orders are agreed to, in
advance, with the head of operation or FACT team leader. This includes
the implementation of a vehicle pool system (refer to section 4.4.6, Vehi-
cle pool system).

� Driver recruitment: Local drivers should be recruited as soon as possi-
ble. The National Society can often provide assistance in this area. Re-
cruitment must follow the procedures outlined in section 4.2.3,
Recruiting local drivers.

� Parking and vehicle security: A secure parking area and clear regula-
tions governing the overnight parking of vehicles should be put in place
immediately (refer to chapter 3).

� Key and document control: A strict system for the issuing and return-
ing of vehicle keys and documents, as well as secure storage for spare keys,
must be established from the outset. Refer to sections 4.3.5, Key control
and 4.3.6, Document control.

� Fuel control: In some cases, in the initial stages fuel may be purchased
through a working advance; however a secure contract-based system
should be established as soon as possible. Refer to section 4.8, Fuel con-
trol.

� Fleet Wave: Reporting to Fleet Wave should begin as soon as possible.
Refer to section 4.3.1, Fleet Wave, Vehicle Management System.

� Service and repair: Suitable maintenance and repair facilities should be
identified early on in an operation. Recognized dealerships should be the
first choice. Refer to section 4.11, Maintenance and repair.

Remaining vehicle fleet management procedures should be put in place as
soon as possible, but must be firmly established by the time the initial emer-
gency phase draws to an end.
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fleet coordinator or global fleet base using the fixed asset registration form
(form 11.15).

Other Federation operations: Vehicles can be reallocated from neigh-
bouring operations. This should be viewed as a temporary measure only,
until the operation’s fleet can be expanded. Note that VRP vehicles can only
be transferred from one operation or country to another following the ap-
proval of the regional fleet coordinator.

Local rental: Vehicles can be rented locally, with or without a driver. The
first is highly recommended, as the drivers often have the advantage of local
knowledge in terms of geography, language and local driving conditions: an
invaluable asset to the smooth functioning of an operation. Such an arrange-
ment also provides more time to recruit, evaluate and employ local drivers
for Federation vehicles. Remember to test the driver’s road skills before sign-
ing the contract. Locally-rented vehicles must have valid and appropriate
third-party as well as driver and passenger insurance coverage. Further, the
contract must indicate that the International Federation is not responsible
for the loss of a vehicle due to an accident or rigorous use. A sample of a ve-
hicle rental contract for locally-rented vehicles can be obtained from global
fleet base or the regional fleet coordinator. Note that this option is valid
only in the beginning of an operation pending the arrival of VRP vehicles.

In countries with restrictions on the importation and registration of vehicles,
global fleet base2 can purchase vehicles locally for an operation. These are
then rented to the operation under the VRP.

Regardless of which options are pursued, both the regional fleet coordina-
tor and global fleet base must be apprised of, and in many cases must au-
thorize, the arrangements.

5.1.1 Vehicle-management procedures

All vehicle-management procedures should be implemented as soon as pos-
sible. There are, however, key procedures which must be established at the
outset of an operation. The pressures of the emergency may be such that it
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a limited supply of, local transport capacity.When contracting local trans-
port, competitive tendering must take place and agreements or contracts
must be signed. Coordinating with other agencies operating in the area
will help prevent competitive bidding from driving the prices up. Wher-
ever a UN joint logistics centre (UNJLC) has been established, a mech-
anism will be available for monitoring local transport charges.

Wherever possible, it is important to network and collaborate on transport
capacity with other agencies (e.g., UN agencies, international organizations
and NGOs) operating in the same environment. The UNJLC can and often
acts as a key focal point for logistics coordination in an emergency.
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A transport quality-control exercise should be completed after one month
of operation. The relevant forms can be accessed via FedNet under Logis-
tics Standards Online, in the section Quality control programme. The con-
trol will help identify those areas where procedures still need to be
established.

The transport quality-control exercise must also be completed when the
ERU logistics service is handed over to the operation’s logistics (or other re-
sponsible) delegate; it must be signed by both the outgoing ERU delegate
and incoming operation’s delegate.

5.2 Cargo transport

Trucking capacity will likely be required from the outset of an operation to
move incoming relief materials from point-of-arrival to point-of-storage and
to the distribution points. Trucking capacity may be available from a num-
ber of sources. No matter which options are pursued, both the RLU regional
fleet coordinator and global fleet base must be apprised of, and in some in-
stance must authorize, the arrangement.
� Country representation:Trucks from the country representation, where
one exists and appropriate vehicles are available, can be used. However,
consideration must be given to minimizing the impact on the represen-
tation’s ongoing programmes.

� ICRC: Where present in a country, ICRC may have trucking capacity
available that can be rented; it should also be the solution of first choice.
ICRC has a list of rates for renting vehicles or transport space (cargo
space) on a vehicle. The need for competitive tendering is not required
when renting ICRC transport.

� Host National Society: The country’s National Society can provide its
trucks on a rental basis; however, the society’s excess capacity may be min-
imal or non-existent due its own emergency response efforts. An agree-
ment should be drawn up and signed with the National Society and
include a realistic vehicle rental charge. Whenever a vehicle is used for
more than one month, it must be registered in the FleetWave system and
a Federation vehicle code requested from global fleet base.

� Local rental: Trucks may be rented locally; however, experience has
shown that during an emergency there is a high demand for, and usually
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Vehicle rental programme
(VRP)
6.1 Introduction

The International Federation’s vehicle rental programme (VRP) was estab-
lished in 1997 to ensure a more cost-effective use of vehicles and fleet resources.
Revised in 2004, it continues to be an effective and economic means for
providing standard vehicles to International Federation and National Society
operations. The programme is run as a not-for-profit service within the Inter-
national Federation; monthly vehicle rental charges are calculated to cover
vehicles and VRP operating costs.

A cost comparison found that over a 5-year lifespan the cost-savings of a
VRP vehicle, as compared to an outright purchase, was around 27 per cent.
Cost-savings were even greater for vehicles retained over a 12-month period
– 173 per cent (refer to Cost Comparison – Rental versus Purchase on
FedNet/Secretariat/Logistics/Our global structure/Global Fleet Base/Vehicle
rental programme/).

Prior to the VRP service there was:
� no centralized global fleet management
� no fleet or transport management systems
� no centralized insurance management for vehicles
� no centralized financial fleet management and control
� no standardized for the fleet: vehicle models and types
� no vehicle stocks for emergency needs
� no depreciation schedules

As a result, the International Federation:
� had an ageing fleet in which operational and maintenance costs exceeded
the market value of its vehicles

� had, due to the above, a high number of accidents and vehicle write-offs
� relied on piecemeal procurement, resulting in high-cost and slow response
� lacked adequate funding (donor support) for vehicle procurement
� had numerous vehicle-related issues with National Societies: ownership
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� changes to policy and principles governing the VRP
� final authority over issues of contention between global fleet base and a
renting operation or National Society

� coordinating body for National Societies participating in the VRP and
those identified as potential customers

6.4.2 Global fleet base, VRP responsibilities

Global fleet base, a decentralized unit of the LRMD, is responsible for fleet
management globally. It is located in Dubai, UAE and reports directly to
LRMD.

Global fleet base is responsible and accountable for the overall VRP man-
agement. It undertakes operational and financial management in coopera-
tion with the secretariat’s logistics and finance departments. Specifically, it
is responsible for:
� revising and coordinating the VRP business plan
� operating the procurement centre for all vehicles and vehicle-related
items: spare parts, standard radio communications equipment and other
technical equipment (e.g., winch, heavy duty equipment, etc.) fitted in or
on the vehicles

� managing all requests for dispatch and reallocation of new and used ve-
hicles

� providing technical guidance on and final approval for the disposal of a VRP
vehicle – in cooperation with the finance department in the secretariat

� managing global VRP stocks cost-effectively (stocks are held in Panama
City, Panama; Jebel Ali, UAE and Harare, Zimbabwe)

� preparing vehicles in a cost-effective and technically-appropriate manner,
in accordance with Federation standards, prior to their delivery to the field

� overseeing all VRP contract issues

6.4.3 Regional fleet coordinators, VRP responsibilities

Operational management at the regional levels is delegated by global fleet
base to the regional fleet coordinators based in the RLUs: Dubai, Panama
and Kuala Lumpur. In their regions, these coordinators are responsible for:
� the implementation and maintenance of standard practices at regional
and operational levels in accordance with the International Federation’s
Fleet Manual
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disagreements, the inappropriate donation of end-of-life vehicles to Na-
tional Societies, etc.

� lacked operational flexibility: vehicles were tied to a country representa-
tion; transfers to other country operations were nearly impossible, etc.

The VRP was designed to overcome all these problems and, today, con-
tributes to the professional management of the International Federation’s
global fleet system.

6.2 VRP objectives

The overall aim of the VRP is to provide Federation operations and National
Societies with appropriate, standardized, durable vehicles and to assist in
their management. Specifically, the VRP aims to reduce initial capital
investment and minimizes running costs over the life of each vehicle. Better
forward planning permits more direct-from-manufacturer ordering from
Toyota and Nissan in Japan. Additionally, large, consolidated ordering allows
vehicle purchases to benefit from maximum available discounts.

6.3 VRP programme management

All VRP vehicles are the property of the International Federation’s secretariat
in Geneva. Worldwide, these vehicles are managed by global fleet base, a
unit of the secretariat’s logistics and mobilization resource department
(LMRD). Global fleet base is assisted by regional fleet coordinators and the
secretariat’s finance department. In the field, global fleet base delegates most
of its regional management responsibilities to the regional fleet coordinators
based in the RLUs in Dubai, Panama and Kuala Lumpur.

6.4 Management responsibilities

6.4.1 Logistics and resource mobilization department (LRMD),
VRP responsibilities

LRMD is responsible for the overall management of the VRP, specifically:
� management, guidance and control (exercised through global fleet base)
� financial control in cooperation with the secretariat’s finance department
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� training fleet managers and national staff, as well as National Society staff
and volunteers, on standard vehicle fleet management and VRP regula-
tions

� managing the regional representation’s vehicle fleet
� producing regular, timely and accurate narratives and financial reports
for the International Federation and donors as required

6.5 Rental rates and other costs

Vehicles may be rented by Federation operations and National Societies for
contract periods of 1 month to 5 years. When vehicles reach their end-of-
economic life or are written-off or stolen, they can be replaced under the
VRP with the same or a similar model.

Rental rates, in Swiss francs (CHF), as well as the list of vehicle models and
types are regularly reviewed and, hence, subject to change. The latest rates
for all authorized vehicle models and types are available online though
FedNet: (FedNet/Secretariat/Logistics/Our global structure/Global Fleet
Base/Federation Standard Vehicles/). The regional fleet coordinator or
global fleet base can also provide this information. Global fleet base rates
will be the operative rates should there be a discrepancy with those posted
to FedNet.

To encourage forward vehicle planning, cost incentives have been built into
the VRP. Rental rates are based on a sliding scale in which longer rentals
benefit from a cost savings; i.e., a sliding scale based on the duration of the
contract, not the vehicle’s age. For example, the rental rates for a Toyota
Land Cruiser hardtop in 2007 were as follows (these are subject to change
and are given by way of example only):
1-12 months: 695 CHF/month
13-36 months: 635 CHF/month
37-60 months: 520 CHF/month

Thus, an operation with a 4-year contract would pay CHF 695 per month
for the first year and CHF 635 during the remaining 3 years. Should the
operation extend its contract for an additional fifth year, it would pay
CHF 520.
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� the implementation and maintenance of VRP procedures at regional and
operational levels

� overseeing and advising on the implementation of preventative mainte-
nance and repairs to maximize the lifespan and potential of the region’s
fleets

� organizing and coordinating the transport of VRP vehicles from one point
to another

� planning, in consultation with the operation’s fleet managers, the trans-
portation needs (e.g., fleet size, vehicle types, etc.) of their operations,
and ensuring these are submitted to global fleet base

� implementing standard asset disposal procedures
� ensuring the Fleet Wave database is used and regularly updated by each
operation, with monthly reports on fuel, mileage, vehicle costs, etc.

� analysing the reports: monitoring fuel and lubricant consumption, vehi-
cle costs, etc.

� ensuring the timely submission of monthly reports to global fleet base
� implementing and maintaining regional VRP files
� providing information and support services to Federation operations and
National Societies: standard vehicle fleet management practices, VRP
goals and procedures (e.g., requisition, insurance, accident, etc.) and Fed-
eration goals for fleet management in the region
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� A needs evaluation is undertaken to ensure that the need for a vehicle is justi-
fied (where a short-term need is identified, a local rental may be authorized).

� A vehicle request form (form 11.13), including appropriate finance codes,
signed by the budget holder or finance delegate and the head of a Federa-
tion operation or the secretary general of the National Society, is sent to
global fleet base and copied to the regional fleet coordinator.

� Upon approval, global fleet base will send a vehicle rental programme con-
tract (form 12.1) to the rentee; the head of a Federation operation or the
secretary general of the National Society must sign the contract and re-
turn it to global fleet base.

� The vehicle is then prepared according to the rentee’s technical specifica-
tions and readied for shipping.

� Upon receipt of the vehicle in-country, a goods received note and a com-
pleted vehicle handover form (form 11.11) are send to the regional fleet
coordinator or global fleet base.

6.6.2 VRP vehicle use

VRP vehicles must be operated and managed according to the procedures
laid out in the Fleet Manual. A VRP user’s guide and list of responsibilities
is also sent to the rentee along with the vehicle.

6.6.3 Receiving VRP vehicles

The requesting operation or National Society must consult the appropriate
authorities regarding restrictions on importing, registering, insuring and re-
exporting vehicles. The rentee is responsible for preparing all documentation
linked to the arrival of the vehicle in-country (e.g., customs clearance, port
duties, etc.). Once the vehicle has cleared customs, the rentee must send a
goods received note (GRN) and a vehicle handover form to the regional fleet co-
ordinator or global fleet base immediately. Copies of these documents
should be sent by fax or e-mail (scanned copies). The original documents
must follow by courier as soon as possible.

6.6.4 Maintenance and spare parts

The renting operation or National Society is responsible for all maintenance
costs and the identification of an appropriate maintenance facility (work-
shop). The rentee must adhere to the required vehicle maintenance sched-
ule and use an authorizedToyota or Nissan dealer (depending on the vehicle
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In the above example, National Societies would need to add an additional
6.5 per cent to the standard rental rates to cover programme support re-
covery (PSR) costs.

Rental rates include management support, provided by the regional fleet co-
ordinator and global fleet base, as well as subsidiary third-party liability insur-
ance, drivers and passengers insurance and vehicle insurance (SIP) for repairs
and/or replacement of a vehicle due to an accident and its replacement due to
theft.

Other costs charged to the renting operation or National Society include:
� telecom equipment ordered by the operation: HF-Codan, VHF or UHF radios
� additional equipment: e.g., snow chains, spare part kits, roof rack, etc.
� all charges linked to the delivery of a vehicle: shipping, in-county trans-
port, customs duties, taxes for import, port and warehouse charges, etc.

� all in-country charges: registration, vehicle insurance, local third-party li-
ability insurance, etc.

� all operating costs, including fuel, maintenance and repairs
� all charges linked to the return of the vehicle to a VRP stock centre or sec-
ondary destination (as requested by global fleet base): customs duties and
taxes for re-export, cost to deregister the vehicle in-country, transporta-
tion, port and warehouse charges, etc.

� any costs for additional repairs resulting from the loss of or improper doc-
umentation of preventative maintenance history

� any costs for additional repairs, at the end of the rental period, for dam-
age considered beyond the normal wear and tear of a vehicle (contract
12.1, vehicle rental programme agreement)

Global fleet base or the regional fleet coordinators can provide additional ad-
vice and technical support on all issues related to the rentee’s obligations.

6.6 Rental request procedures

6.6.1 Federation operations and National Societies

A VRP vehicle may be requested by the head of a Federation operation and
the headquarters a National Society. The main procedures are:
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Vehicles cannot be removed or lent by the renting operation without prior
written approval of the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base. Addi-
tional charges can be levied against operations in breech of contract proce-
dures (refer to contract 12.1).

In the case of a National Society, the rental contract is always signed between
global fleet base and the headquarters of a National Society. The only excep-
tion is when a National Society is operating in a country under a signed inte-
gration agreement with the International Federation’s country representation.

6.6.7 VRP vehicle return

The rentee contracts to return the vehicle to the destination specified by the
regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base. The vehicle must be returned
fully serviced and in good operating condition. The vehicle service bookmust
be returned with the vehicle. The rentee will be held responsible for any ad-
ditional repairs or reconditioning required as a result of failing to adhere to
the specified servicing schedule or, where a service book has been misplaced,
the overhaul of the vehicle.

The vehicle will be inspected in view of determining its reconditioning
needs. The rentee will be held responsible for any additional repairs over
and above reasonable wear and tear on the vehicle. This includes un-repaired
or poorly repaired accident damage, missing vehicle equipment or parts,
and damage as a result of failure to follow the servicing schedule.

Rentees may also be billed for the replacement of worn-out tyres. Vehicles
such as pick-ups and Land Cruisers should have a minimum of 3mm of
tread remaining on the tyres. Vehicles such as Toyota Corolla wagons/sedans
or Toyota Hi-Ace buses must have a minimum tread of 1mm. Tyres below
this norm will be replaced at the rentee’s expense.

Once the vehicle has been loaded and secured for transport, the rentee must
send, at the earliest possible date, the bill of lading (B/L) and the vehicle han-
dover form (form 11.11) to global fleet base.

Where global fleet base receives copies of these documents before the 15th
of the month, the rental fee will not be charged for that month. Where the
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type) or a workshop operated by an international organization (e.g., ICRC,
UN, MSF, etc.), and use only genuine spare parts. Independent commercial
workshops may be used only with the approval of global fleet base or the re-
gional fleet coordinator. Refer to form 11.19, maintenance schedule, for a
sample schedule.

All records of servicing must be kept in the vehicle’s file. At the end of the
rental period, the rentee will be held responsible for any additional repairs
required as a result of failing to adhere to the specified servicing schedule.
The workshop must sign and stamp the vehicle service book, which is pro-
vided with the vehicle at the time of delivery.

6.6.5 Fleet Wave

The rentee is responsible for entering all relevant data in an accurate and
timely manner into the Fleet Wave system as described in section 4.3.1.

6.6.6 Extending or cancelling of VRP contract

Rental contracts can only be extended or cancelled in writing, at the latest, one
month prior to the end of the contract. Where no extension or cancellation
is requested, the contract will be renewed automatically for three months.
The contract may be cancelled any time after the first month without penalty.
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documents to global fleet base: B/L, airway bill, waybill,
Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of
Goods by Road (CMR) and the vehicle handover form (form
11.11). The vehicle rental contract will be cancelled only after
copies of all the shipping documents have been received by
global fleet base.

Where copies of the shipping documents are received before
the 15th of the month, the renter will not be charged a rental
fee for that month.

6.6.8 Transport costs for end-of-lifetime vehicle exchange

When a VRP vehicle reaches its end-of-life (EoL) and a replacement vehi-
cle is requested, transport costs for both the EoL vehicle (if any) and the re-
placement vehicle will be assumed by the VRP service, not the renting
operation or National Society. The VRP service will determine the point-of-
return or disposal for the EoL vehicle based on the most economical option
in view of securing, at the least, the minimal sale price.

All in-country costs are the responsibility of the renting operation; such as:
� EoL vehicles: deregistration, export clearance costs, delivery costs to ap-
pointed freight agent, etc.

� VRP replacement vehicle: local port and terminal handling costs, clear-
ing costs, local registration and insurance costs, etc.

6.6.9 Reporting

The renter must provide monthly reporting of vehicle running costs and
any accidents, including minor ones, through the Fleet Wave system. These
must be input no later than the 15th of the following month.

All other vehicle issues for which there is no rubric in Fleet Wave should be
reported directly and immediately to the regional fleet coordinator or global
fleet base.
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documents are received after the 15th of the month, a rental fee will be
charged. To expedite the process, the documents should be sent by fax or e-
mail as scanned versions, and the originals couriered as soon as possible.

6.6.7.1 Procedure for vehicle return

Step 1: Rental contracts, as indicated in section 6.6.6 must be
cancelled in writing, with at least 1 month’s notice, and sent to
the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base.
Subsequently, the rentee will be advised of the point-of-return
(delivery destination).

Step 2 Prior to shipment, the vehicle must undergo a technical
inspection and any needed repairs undertaken.

Step 3: Arrange for all legal and export procedures such as:
� export customs procedures
� deregistering and cancelling of third-party insurance
� appropriate insurance for vehicles that must be driven (as

opposed to shipped) to a point-of-return; the sender must
arrange for a transit or temporary registration and local (or
regional) third-party insurance permitting the vehicle to be
driven to another country

Step 4 The time of departure and the estimated time of arrival at the
delivery point must be sent to the regional fleet coordinator or
global fleet base.

Step 5 The former renter must verify with the consignee at the point-of-
return (be it another Federation operation or a VRP stock
holding) what type of documentation will be required for
import of the vehicle into the new location.

Step 6 The following documents must be couriered to the consignee
prior to the shipment: 2 original vehicle gift certificates (form
11.12); 1 pro-forma invoice (if available); 3 originals plus 2
copies of the B/L (where applicable), the Federation waybill
and the vehicle handover form (form 11.11); and any other
required documents and a set keys. A set of vehicle keys and
any additional keys must be sent with the vehicle.

Step 7 Once the vehicle has been loaded or sent, the expediting
operation should fax a copy of the following shipping
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Federation-owned vehicles
All Federation operations are required to operate a fleet of rented vehicle
under the VRP; however, there are several situations in which an operation
may be required to utilize non-VRP vehicles. These may include: vehicles
donated to the operation, vehicles marked for transfer to a National Soci-
ety or a vehicle purchase necessitated by local conditions.

7.1 Donated vehicles

A Participating National Society or other organization may wish to make a
direct donation of a vehicle to an operation. This should only be accepted
if the type and model of vehicle being donated is a Federation-standard ve-
hicle, is less than four years old and has fewer than 125,000km on the
odometer. Prior to being accepted, all such donations must be approved by
the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base. All donated vehicles must
be accompanied by the following documents: original commercial invoices,
certificate of origins, vehicle gift certificates (form 11.12 – this should indicate
if the donation is with or without restrictions; where restrictions exist elab-
orate a MOU) and fixed asset registration forms (form 11.15). These docu-
ments must be sent to global fleet base in order to register a vehicle in the
Fleet Wave system and to receive a Federation vehicle code.

Where a non-standard vehicle is donated to a Federation operation, upon
arrival, it should be transferred as a donation to the host National Society.
Where the situation warrants, an operation may retain the vehicle for one
month, pending the arrival of VRP vehicles in sufficient numbers to meet
its operational needs.

Where the donation of a vehicle to the host National Society is neither pos-
sible nor desirable, the operation should sell the vehicle and give the proceeds
(after costs have been deducted) to the National Society. When a non-stan-
dard vehicle must be registered in the name of the National Society (i.e., in
countries where the International Federation has no status agreement), it
should be agreed that the National Society sell the vehicle and retain the
proceeds for its own use.
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Once the local purchase has been completed, the operation must send the
following documents to the regional fleet coordinator or global fleet base:
� original commercial invoice
� certificate of origin
� goods received note
� fixed asset registration form

7.4 Federation-owned trucks

Trucks can be rented under the VRP; however, preference should be given
to local rentals wherever possible. A Federation-owned truck should only
be considered where there is a clear operational need that cannot be met by
local commercial operators or alternative solutions such as National Society
or ICRC trucks. There may also be situations in which a truck is donated
by a Participating National Society, transferred from another operation or
purchased due to extenuating operational circumstances.

Once an operational need has ended, trucks should be donated to the host
National Society, transferred to another operation or sold. Where a truck is
transferred from one operation to another, global fleet base approval is re-
quired. In the case of a sale or donation, the procedures for the disposal of
capital items and fixed assets must be followed (refer to section 4.12, Dis-
posal of fixed asset).
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7.2 Vehicles assigned for donation
to a National Society

Vehicles operated by a Federation operation that are planned for transfer to
the host National Society should be handed over as soon as operational con-
ditions allow. Whenever possible, vehicles donated to a host National Soci-
ety should comply with Federation standards. The vehicle must be less than
four years old and have fewer than 125,000km on the odometer. Donations
of Federation vehicles near their end-of-life (four plus years and over
125,000km) must be avoided, as far as possible, due to the high running and
repair costs.

At the time of donation, a vehicle gift certificate and vehicle handover form
(forms 11.11 and 11.12) with two original copies should be prepared and
signed by the Federation operation and the National Society. A set of these
documents is to be sent, as soon as possible, to global fleet base in order to
remove the vehicle from the Fleet Wave system.

7.3 Locally-purchased vehicles

In some circumstance (e.g., where local laws prohibit the importation of ve-
hicles), global fleet base may need to purchase vehicles locally in order to
meet the needs of an operation. In this situation, global fleet base may pur-
chase vehicles through the Federation operation; however, all such vehicles
are part of the VRP service and contracts are issued accordingly. Under in-
struction from global fleet base, the operation initiates a tender process,
makes recommendations on the bids and forwards the following documents
to global fleet base:
� logistics requisition
� request for quotation
� supplier offers
� comparative bid analysis form (CBA)
� minutes of opening ceremony
� minutes of the local committee of contracts (CoC) with recommendations

Upon receiving the above documents, global fleet base will authorize the
local purchase.
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Registration of vehicles
The fleet manager must acquaint himself fully and as quickly as possible
with the regulations governing vehicle registration in the country of opera-
tion. Where there is no legislated authority or it is not possibility to regis-
ter Federation vehicles in the country of operation, the operation must
contact global fleet base to find another acceptable solution for registering
the vehicles.

8.1 Federation vehicles

All vehicles must be registered in the country of operation, where possible,
and in compliance with local traffic laws. When a vehicle arrives in an op-
eration, its registration status must be confirmed. Several registration op-
tions exist, such as:
� newly imported vehicle - no previous registration
� vehicle with export plates from the country of dispatch (usually of lim-
ited validity)

� vehicle fully registered in the country of dispatch
� vehicle deregistered in the country of dispatch
� vehicle registered in a third country

As a rule, import procedures must be completed and the vehicle cleared
through customs before a newly arrived vehicle can be registered locally.
Documents required for local importation and registration of vehicles in-
clude originals of the following:
� invoice
� packing list
� certificate of origin
� vehicle gift certificate (two copies)

Where the International Federation has diplomatic status in a country, ve-
hicles should be registered with plates indicating the operation’s diplomatic
or semi-diplomatic status. The operation should confirm the registration
procedures and regulations with the country’s ministry of foreign affairs (or
equivalent) as these vary significantly from one country to another.
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lateral programme, the International Federation may register vehicles on its
behalf but only where the PNS is operating under an integration agreement
with the International Federation. Where no integration agreement exists,
the vehicle must be registered in the host National Society’s name and a ve-
hicle registration agreement signed (form 12.5).

PNS-owned vehicles registered under the International Federation’s status
agreement must comply with fleet policies in terms of maximum age and
mileage limits; i.e., less than four years old and have fewer than 125,000km
on the odometer. Prior to registering the vehicle under the name of the In-
ternational Federation, information on the PNS-owned vehicle must be sub-
mitted using the fixed asset registration form (form 11.1) to global fleet base
for approval.

A Federation operation may register vehicles on behalf of a PNS under the
following conditions:
� A fixed asset registration form (form 11.15) has been submitted and the
Federation operation has obtained approval from global fleet base.

� The PNS has signed an integration agreement with the operation.
� The PNS agrees to respect the International Federation’s standard oper-
ating procedures as laid out in the Fleet Manual. Failure to do so may re-
sult in withdrawal of the registration.

� All PNS drivers must be tested and have signed the operation’s driving
rules and regulations (refer to chapter 3 and form 11.5).

� Only drivers with a valid driver authorization (form 11.4) issued by the
head of the Federation operation may drive the vehicle.

In order to register the vehicle in the name of the International Federation,
the PNS must hand over the vehicle to the International Federation using
a vehicle gift certificate (form 11.12) accompanied by a commercial invoice,
certificate of origin and packing list. If the PNS intends to export the vehicle
at a later date this should be agreed to, in writing, at the time of registration.

The Federation subsidiary third-party liability insurance offers global cover-
age to vehicles registered in the PNS vehicle registry at global fleet base.
However, all PNS-owned vehicles registered under the Federation status
agreement must also be insured locally for third-party risk.
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In countries where the International Federation does not have a status agree-
ment, it may be necessary to register the vehicles in the name of the host Na-
tional Society. In order to secure ownership rights, a vehicle registration
agreement (contracts 12.5 and 12.6)must be signed with the National Society.

8.2 Privately-owned vehicles registered under
the Federation status agreement

Depending on the in-county conditions, delegates on long-term contracts
may purchase their own vehicles.

Where the International Federation’s status agreement permits, delegates
must register privately-owned vehicles in accordance with the status agree-
ment but in their own name, not the International Federation.

Delegates with privately-owned vehicles are subject to the operation’s driving
rules and regulations and local traffic regulations; and must be made aware
that there is zero tolerance for drinking and driving.Where a private vehicle
is used for work, the procedures detailed in section 4.7 must be followed.

Delegates must ensure that their vehicles have adequate insurance. Proof of
minimum third-party liability coverage must be presented to the fleet man-
ager or delegated authority within the operation. The International Feder-
ation does not accept liability for claims related to privately-owned vehicles.

At the end of a delegate’s contract, the vehicle must be deregistered prior to
its sale or export. The delegate is responsible for ensuring proper deregis-
tration and liable for any taxes, duties or dues owing.

8.3 PNS-owned vehicles

Whenever possible, Participating National Societies (PNS) should be en-
couraged to take advantage of the VRP service rather than have the Inter-
national Federation register PNS-owned vehicles.

Where a PNS has a legal status in the country, vehicles can be registered in
the name of the PNS. In countries where a PNS is operating a project or bi-
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It should be noted that PNS-owned vehicles cannot be covered by the In-
ternational Federation’s self-insurance provision (SIP).

The Federation will hold the PNS fully liable for all legal and financial con-
sequences that arise from any accidents or incidents concerning the vehicle
while it is registered in the name of the International Federation.
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To facilitate the preparation of fleet budgets, the cost of insuring non-VRP
vehicles under Federation insurance plans is available from the regional fleet
coordinator.

Federation operations must inform the regional fleet coordinator of any
changes to the operation’s vehicle fixed assets as a result of sale, donation,
write-off or disposal, which will impact on the insurance status and monthly
premium payments.

9.1 Local third-party insurance

All Federation vehicles, operated by a Federation operation or a National So-
ciety must be insured locally for third-party liability and vehicle insurance
– accident and theft. In the event of a claim, the local insurance policy must
be claimed against first.

If for any reason, the local insurance company is unable to fully meet a
claim, the International Federation’s subsidiary third-party liability insurance
and accident insurance for drivers and passengers may be claimed against. All
accidents must be reported via the FleetWave accident module and declared
immediately to the insurance unit in the secretariat, Geneva.

9.2 Self-insurance provision (SIP) – repairs and
replacement

The International Federation’s self-insurance provision (SIP) includes the
repair or replacement of VRP and operation-owned vehicles involved in
accidents, where these are not reimbursed under local insurance policies.
SIP functions similar to commercial insurance policies in that it provides
comprehensive coverage, including war risk. It also covers stolen vehicles
that are not recovered within 45 days; a CHF 1,000 deductible is
charged.

SIP coverage is not available to PNS-owned vehicles.

SIP provides full and comprehensive coverage during the first five years of
life for light vehicles and the first ten years for trucks. Vehicles beyond these
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Federation insurance
All Federation vehicles, including PNS-own vehicles registered under the
Federation’s status agreement, must be adequately and appropriately insured.

All Federation vehicles, both VRP and operation-owned, must have local
vehicle and third-party insurance in accordance with local laws and regula-
tions. However, insurance coverage offered by local companies may be in-
sufficient or there may be doubts that the company can meet their obligation
in the case of a claim. Supplementary to local insurance, the International
Federation provides additional vehicle insurance and subsidiary third-party
liability insurance coverage. It is only available to Federation-operated and
controlled vehicles; these must be driven by drivers who are employed by the
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and have received
a driver authorization (form 11.4) signed by the head of the Federation
operation.

Insurance must be in place before a vehicle can be considered
operational; using a vehicle that is not properly insured or missing
paperwork is forbidden.

Insurance coverage at a glance:
� Local insurance: all vehicles must have minimum local insurance cover-
age for third-party liability as well as vehicle insurance: accident and theft.
PNS-owned vehicles registered in the name of the International Federa-
tion must also be insured locally for third-party liability.

� Federation subsidiary third-party liability insurance: The Federation
provides additional subsidiary third-party liability insurance for all VRP
and operation-owned vehicles; it will also cover PNS-owned vehicles that
are registered through a Federation operation and comply with the con-
ditions set out in chapter 8.3.

� Self-insurance provision: SIP covers repairs and replacement cost and is
available for all VRP and operation-owned vehicles. It does not cover
PNS-owed vehicles. SIP will only accept claims reported to the FleetWave
system within one months of the accident or theft.
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green cards must be sent to the insurance unit via the regional fleet coordi-
nator.

The subsidiary third-party liability insurance has a deductible of CHF 500 on
all claims. In all cases where claims are made and the driver is shown to be at
fault, as determined by the police report, the driver will be held responsible for
reimbursement of the deductible as well as be subject to disciplinary action.

These insurance policies are automatically renewed at the end of each cal-
endar year and can only be cancelled when the vehicle is removed from the
operation’s fixed assets as a result of sale, donation, write-off or disposal;
global fleet base must be notified immediately as per the disposal procedures
in section 4.12. The green card insurance document must be returned to-
gether with a copy of the sale’s contract, vehicle handover form and vehicle gift
certificate or cancelled registration papers.

9.4 Insurance process

Local: The renting operation or National Society must acquire local vehi-
cle insurance and third-party insurance coverage in accordance with local
laws and regulations. All claims are processed through the local insurance
companies first; when this proves impossible, the operation can then submit
a claim against Federation insurance programmes.

International: All Federation vehicles must be insured through the Inter-
national Federation’s subsidiary third-party liability insurance, accident in-
surance for drivers and passengers and SIP. These are managed by the
insurance unit in the secretariat. All three are provided automatically to VRP
and operation-owned vehicles upon completion of the proper documenta-
tion and registration in Fleet Wave (discussed below).

VRP vehicles: VRP vehicles are automatically insured with both SIP and
global subsidiary insurance: no action is required by the renting operation
or National Society; the cost is included in the monthly rental rate.

Non-VRP vehicles: In the case of non-VRP vehicles, Federation operations
are responsible for notifying global fleet base when operation-owned vehi-
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age limits have no repair or replacement value under SIP. Motorcycles are
not covered by SIP.

The SIP committee, guided by the same standard conditions employed by
commercial insurance companies, examines each claim and evaluates the
situation in view of a settlement. All claims must be reported in the Fleet
Wave accident module within one month of the incident.

SIP has a standard deductible of CHF 1,000 on all claims. In all cases where
the driver is shown to be at fault, as determined by the police report, the
driver will be held responsible for reimbursement of the deductible and be
subject to any other disciplinary action deemed appropriate.

In an accident or total write-off involving a rented vehicle, the VRP will bill
the renting operation or National Society for the CHF 1,000 deductible
following settlement of the claim by the SIP committee. In the case of a
total write-off, SIP will also cover the transportation costs of a replacement
vehicle.

9.3 Subsidiary third-party liability and accident
insurance for drivers and passengers

The International Federation provides subsidiary third-party liability insur-
ance and accident insurance for drivers and passengers. These policies cover all
operation-owned vehicles, which are properly recorded in the vehicle-assets
central database (Fleet Wave), and VRP vehicles rented by Federation op-
erations and National Societies under the stipulation that the conditions set
out in chapters 8.1 and 8.3 are met. This is, however, a subsidiary insur-
ance only; all Federation vehicles must be covered in the first instance by
local third-party insurance. Where a vehicle does not have local third-party
insurance, the International Federation’s subsidiary insurance is not obli-
gated to accept a claim.

All vehicles covered by the Federation subsidiary third-party liability insur-
ance and the accident insurance for drivers and passengers will be issued with
a ‘green card’ by the insurance unit in the secretariat, which provides docu-
mentary proof of worldwide third-party insurance coverage. Requests for
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� circumstances surrounding the accident or incident
� driver report
� Federation vehicle code
� make and chassis number of the vehicle

All documents relating to the incident should be forwarded by the head of
the operation, as soon as possible, to the insurance unit in the secretariat
and, where needed, accompanied by an English or French translation. A re-
port via Fleet Wave should be completed as soon as possible.

SIP will not reimburse late or incomplete claims; i.e., those reported one
month after the accident and those that have not been finalized due to a
lack of documentation two years after the date of the accident.

9.6 Vehicle insurance claims

All vehicle accidents and incidents must have a police report. In the case of
an accident, fault is determined by the police report.
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cles (as discussed in section 7) are added to or removed from the operation’s
fleet. Insurance coverage will only begin once a fixed asset registration form
(form 11.15) duly signed by the head of operation has been received by
global fleet base. Thus, the relevant paperwork should be completed as soon
as possible and the vehicle kept out of service until the insurance documents
have been received. Similarly, the operation will be charged for insurance
coverage until a copy of the asset disposal form and other relevant documents
have been received in global fleet base (refer to section 4.12).

Non-VRP vehicles include those owned and operated exclusively by a Fed-
eration operation, including but not limited to, trucks and motorcycles, and
all vehicles handed over to a Federation operation by a PNS or other or-
ganization for the exclusive use of the International Federation. These vehi-
cles must be under full control of the International Federation and can only
be driven by drivers employed by the International Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent Movement. The subsidiary third-party liability insurance, accident in-
surance for drivers and passengers and SIP coverage must be cancelled
immediately when a vehicle is returned to a PNS, donated to a host Na-
tional Society or otherwise disposed of (refer to section 4.12).

All documents relating to the claim must be uploaded to the Fleet Wave
system and the originals forwarded to the secretariat’s insurance unit in
Geneva as soon as possible. Claims will only be honoured if the appropri-
ate information is input into Fleet Wave within a month of the incident.

9.5 Vehicle accident and incident reporting

All vehicle accidents and incidents must be reported as soon as possible via
the Fleet Wave system, under the accident module.

In the event of an accident or vehicle theft, the driver must follow the reg-
ulations set out in the operation’s driving rules and regulations form. Fur-
ther, the regional fleet coordinator must be informed immediately by
telephone, e-mail or fax and provided with the following information:
� date of incident
� name of driver
� location
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1. a detailed incident report including driver’s statement (with translation)
2. police report (with translation) – to be followed up within 45 days with
the following documents:
A. second police report stating that the vehicle has not been found
B. copy of purchase invoice or vehicle gift certificate for the vehicle
C. two sets of vehicle keys
D. copy of the cancelled vehicle registration document

The International Federation’s insurance policies – subsidiary third-party li-
ability insurance, accident insurance for drivers and passengers and SIP – will
only accept claims reported via the Fleet Wave accident module within one
month of the accident or theft date. All documents relating to the claim
must be forwarded to global fleet base as soon as possible.
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� Third-party fault, damage to Federation vehicle: Where an accident,
due to the fault of a third party, causes physical or material damage to a
Federation vehicle and/or its occupants, a claim should be filed against the
responsible third party and/or his or her insurance company, holding the
person responsible. Where a claim is unsuccessful or the company unable
to pay, then a claim can be made against Federation insurance policies.

� Federation driver’s fault, damage to third party: Where an accident,
due to the fault of a Federation driver, causes physical and/or material
damage to a third party involved in the accident, the operation’s local
third-party liability insurance company should be informed immediately.
When a claim is received, it should be sent first to the local insurance
company (with a copy to the regional fleet coordinator). If a claim is un-
successful or the local company unable to meet its obligations, a claim
can be made against Federation insurance policies.

� Federation driver’s fault, damage to occupants of Federation vehicle:
Where an accident, due to the fault of a Federation driver, causes physi-
cal damage to the passengers of the Federation vehicle, ALL of the fol-
lowing documents must be sent to the regional fleet coordinator as soon
as possible:
1. completed Winterthur claim (form 11.16 notice of claim for motor ve-

hicle insurance) including driver’s statement accompanied by a French
or English translation where necessary

2. police report (with translation)
3. full details of injuries and/or deaths
4. all details of passenger(s)’s material losses or damages incurred

� Federation driver’s fault, damage to Federation vehicle: Where an ac-
cident, due to the fault of a Federation driver, causes damage to a Feder-
ation vehicle and exceeds CHF 1,000 the following documents should
be sent to the regional fleet coordinator as soon as available:
1. a detailed accident report, including driver’s statement (with translation)
2. estimates and/or invoices for the repair work (labour and spare parts
itemized separately) from the workshop servicing the operation’s vehicles

3. photos of the damaged sections on the vehicle
4. police report (with translation)

� Theft of or from a Federation vehicle: Where a Federation vehicle, or
asset in a vehicle, has been stolen, the following documents should be
sent to the regional fleet coordinator as soon as possible:
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Radio systems and vehicles
Numerous Federation operations rely on HF and/or VHF radios. In each
country of operation, the Federation must obtain a license to operate these
radios and submit a request to the appropriate government authority with
responsibility for allocating frequencies.

All Federation delegates and staff should receive a basic introduction to stan-
dard radio systems, rules and procedures. Federation operations using HF
and/or VHF radios should prepare a comprehensive operation-specific brief-
ing document on radio use within the operation. Staff should be made aware
that radio communication devices are not secure.

Remember, no radio system is secure. Communications may be,
and often are, monitored by others. Sensitive information should
always be communicated via an alternate means.

In general, the types of radios employed in Federation operations include:
� VHF handhelds: Effective coverage point-to-point is 5km; communica-
tions can be adversely affected by high buildings and mountains. These
are generally issued to staff members along with two batteries. Staff should
be aware that using VHF handhelds inside a vehicle can hamper the sig-
nal and reduce its communication range. Staff members should be aware
of the official channel(s) and versed in standard radio procedures. The
battery’s charge should be monitored closely and recharged as often as
possible; a fully charged spare should also be available.

� VHF mobiles: These are mounted in Federation vehicles. Staff should
be advised to check that the roof antenna is connected and in an upright
position, the radio is switched on and the correct channel is selected. VHF
is used for long-distance communication needs where handhelds are in-
effective. It has a communication range of 20 to 40km point-to-point, but
can be adversely affected by mountains.

� VHF base stations: These are normally installed in offices, warehouses
and/or operation or country representation radio rooms.

� VHF repeaters: Installed on top of buildings, mountains or hills, these
allow a signal to be repeated when communication from one point to an-
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� If a message is unavoidably long, divide it into sensible phrases (pre-writ-
ten phrase can assist in maintaining clarity). Use frequent pauses to allow
the message to be understood while maintaining a reasonable rhythm.

� Speak in a strong, clear voice but do not shout - this will distort the signal.
� Hold the microphone about 5cm from you mouth while speaking. Shield
the microphone from background noises. If you are in a vehicle close the
window and make sure the stereo is switched off.

� Be aware that everything you say can be heard by anyone else using a
radio receiver on the same frequency.

� Ensure that each user on the network is registered on a master list held in
the radio room; each user should have an allocated call-sign. Any unau-
thorized call-signs should be noted and the users (if known) advised that
they do not have permission to use the net.

� Never transmit any military or other sensitive information on Federation
networks. Doing so could seriously jeopardize telecommunications and
may result in the withdrawal of the Federation’s authorization to operate.

10.2 Radio communication terminology

Strength Readability Examples of response

5 - loud 5 - clear 5 by 5 loud and clear

4 - good 4 - readable 4 by 4 good and readable

3 - weak 3 - distorted 3 by 3 weak and distorted

2 - very weak 2 - interference 2 by 2 very weak with interference

1 - bad 1- unreadable 1 by 1 nothing heard, unreadable

International phonetic alphabet
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other is impeded by obstacles such as buildings, mountains or great dis-
tances.

� HFmobiles: These are fitted to vehicles and are effective for long distance
communication, 40 to 150km. Check to see if the antenna is fitted prop-
erly before turning on the radio, then that it is tuned properly. Ensure
that the cables and connectors are tight and covered by waterproof tape.

� HF base station: These are generally used in operation or country rep-
resentation radio rooms for long-distance communication, 40km on-
wards. These are sensitive to changes in the ionosphere and the seasons,
which impede their efficiency. A HF base station is an ‘open’ communi-
cations system; other persons and/or agencies can listen in on the same
frequency. Thus, it is important that correct radio procedures are used at
all times and that sensitive information be communicate via alternate
means.

10.1 Radio procedures

Radios should be used only for transmitting short messages regarding:
� position
� departures and arrivals
� incidents
� other essential operation-related messages
� security measures

Radio should not be used for:
� prolonged conversations
� non-operational messages
� confidential messages
� messages relating to money, security, politics, religion or military issues
and/or information

When transmitting a message:
� Think about what you want to say beforehand. Ensure your message will
be clear and concise; for lengthy or complicated messages, write down
the information before transmission.

� Check that no one else is speaking on the net before you start.
� Avoid excessive calling; allow time for your respondent to return a message.
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Y Yankee Z Zulu
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tions in terrain can cause difficulties in communication. For example, hills
can reflect waves into a valley making VHF communication outside the val-
ley impossible.

The installation of automatic relay stations (repeaters) can significantly ex-
tend the operational range. However, automatic relay stations can also causes
delays in transmission. The radio operator must be trained to wait at least
one second after pressing the transmit button before beginning to speak,
otherwise the first part of the transmission will be lost.

The normal operational range for vehicle-mounted mobile radios and base
stations is approximately 50km, and 5km for handheld radios. However,
with the use of repeaters the range can be extended up to 200km depend-
ing of the placement of the repeater.
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10.3 HF – high frequency

The standard Federation HF radio is a Codan NGT SRx. HF radios are a
long-distance communication system; their waves are reflected by the ion-
osphere and the earth’s surface and can travel beyond the horizon or even
around the globe. The high noise and interference levels and the variability
of signal strength can be a disadvantage.

HF radio waves that are not reflected by the ionosphere are called ground
waves; these cover short distances only.

A dead zone (or shadow zone) is the area that is not reachable on certain fre-
quencies because the distance between two stations is too great to be reached
by ground waves and too short to be reached by waves reflected off the ion-
osphere. In such cases, you can change channels (use a different frequency)
or ask a third station to act as a relay.

Ionosphere and atmospheric rebound are key elements affecting HF trans-
missions. The radio’s efficiency is heavily dependent on solar activity; con-
sequently, the time of day and year as well as weather conditions all influence
HF transmissions. In general, the reception quality is in constant flux; com-
munications can begin with a clear signal and finish with a poor quality
one, and vice versa.

10.4 VHF - very high frequency

Federation standard VHF radios are the Motorola handset GP360 and mo-
bile GM360. VHF radio communication is terrestrial, hence good for short
distances only.

Their effectiveness is highly dependent on the local topography. VHF radio
waves do not reflect off the ionosphere, but pass through it; thus, only
ground waves can be received. This means that reception is only possible if
the transmitter and receiver are practically within sight of one another.

Transmission of VHF radio waves is similar to that of light waves. Normally,
it is not influenced by weather, time of day or the seasons. However, varia-
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11.2 Driver file index card
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11.4 Driver authorization
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11.7 Transport request (general)
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